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“Winter is here”!
The shortest day is long gone, the State
borders are opening up and we are on our
way to Spring with our first post Covid 19
NSW ride being held at the Rock in the
Wagga Wagga area. Anticipating there
will be a great report and photographs
from this ride and others in the next
newsletter. Have to keep up the positivity!
In this edition we have a couple of ride
previews, no ride reports but, lots of very
interesting articles from our members and
fellow horse lovers. It’s a great read
which I hope you will all enjoy.
On the cover of this edition we have a montage of the winners of the Best Managed Award at
Shahzada for the past five years. Winners listed as follows:
2015 Stuart Lymbery and Garonne Park Walker
2016 Debbie Pevy riding Galaxy Mi
2017 Robert Catlin and Avita
2018 Brad Jones riding Shellal Jive
2019 Stuart Lymbery riding Garonne Park Elmo
Cover design: Henley Design.
Editor: Helen Rich
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President’s Report
Hi everyone,
Following on from the last newsletter report, COVID-19 is
still disabling our favourite sport. Although, I am hoping by
the time this newsletter goes to print the restrictions will
have been lifted to allow our riding season to resume. In
the meantime your SMC management committee is
working tirelessly to negotiate and unscramble the
Government and Health Department updates.
At the time of writing this report Kerry and Noni are
preparing draft letters to the relevant NSW State
departments asking for exemptions to the number of
people allowed at gatherings. There are some unclear
clauses provided by the NSW State Health Department, so
this letter is changing daily but I can assure members we
are working tirelessly on these issues and hopefully we will
be allowed back competing soon.
Saying that, if rides are allowed to resume I can see quite
a few guidelines and restrictions needing to be put in place
and these may be
x
x
x
x
x

point of entry and exit gates from the venue
riders and strappers only - no guests or public entry
no mingling between camps
social distancing
self-sufficient camps (canteen options may not be available)

These are just a few things to think about when planning on attending rides. If you’re not comfortable with
returning at this point in time then please don’t but please respect others’ decisions to do so.
To get things started as soon as possible we are calling for any ROs who may have tracks marked and plans
in place who may be able to run a ride at short notice to please contact Jacky Barlow and express your
interest.
Re Tom Quilty update, despite all our efforts unfortunately our NSW Tooraweenah 2021 TQ has been
pushed back to 2022. Your SMC and the Tooraweenah committee were involved in a gruelling seven week
campaign of negotiations with AERA, WAERA and the TQ2020 committees but unfortunately when it came
down to a vote at AERA level, NSW lost on all accounts with every other State voting for the TQ format
rotation to be moved back a year allowing the WA Collie TQ to proceed in 2021.
Looking forward this allows Tooraweenah an extra year to make the NSW TQ in 2022 to be bigger and
better with more time to gain sponsorship opportunities and for aspiring riders to qualify. So maybe it’s a
good thing in this current COVID-19 climate.
The current year of riding has been so stop/start but hopefully we will be back competing very soon. Hoping
to see you all on track soon
Cheers Tony

NSW ERA COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Meetings are currently held at
Richmond Club
Cnr. East Market and Francis Street, Richmond
Meetings commence at 7.00pm sharp.
All members are invited to attend.
Next Meeting Dates via tele conference
9 July 2020
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Overnight Endurance Clinics
Open to experienced endurance riders or new comers.
Focusing on:
x

Rider fitness

x

Safe night riding- 5km or 20km, starting in a flood-lit fenced arena

x

Hill training

x

Trot outs

x

Heart rates

x

Lateral work for opening gates

x

Drinking from a dam

What’s included?
x

Burger night on Saturday

x

Camp fire

x

Large camping area

x

Basic kitchenette

x

Limited horse yards available

x

30 minute massage sessions at extra cost by a qualified therapist

x

Limited to 15 people per clinic for personalised attention.
Multiple dates available but places are filling fast.
Full price $200
To find out more: Facebook @ DEB Ride Fit

Email: debridefit@gmail.com
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Woodstock Annual Endurance Weekend
12 & 13 September 2020

On behalf of Lachlan Endurance Riders Club, we have pleasure in welcoming you back to our annual
Endurance Weekend, which will feature a 20kms standalone on Saturday and 20km, 40km and 80km
events on Sunday.
We hope that you enjoy the course which will take you through prime fat lamb and cropping country which
has been made available by private landowners, country roads and lanes, as well as historic Cobb & Co
tracks.
We will provide our usual high standard of prizes for winners in each division; with place prizes down to 3 rd
and of course Best Conditioned awards. Our Woodstock buckle will be awarded to each successful
completion in the 80kms and our very fancied mugs for successful Training riders; and awards for Intros as
well.
The Woodstock Showground has plenty of room, hot showers, toilets and plenty of water points. BYO yards
to standard NSW ERA requirements please.
We hope to have the usual P & C canteen at the Grandstand where one can observe the vetting, BC
workouts etc.
Our office will open around 10am Saturday and will only take 20kms entries until 11.30am for a 1pm start.
Vetting will most likely commence at 11am. After this the Sunday entries can be made with vetting from
12.30pm until 5pm. Vetting will be Standard AERA.
We hope you all have a great ride and that you can all say you’ve had a rewarding and enjoyable time at
Woodstock, when you leave us.

Riders taking part in the Woodstock ride in earlier times.
Photos taken last year by Animal Focus.
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Sussex Inlet Endurance Ride 2020
26-27 September 2020

The South Coast Zone Association invites you to join us for the Sussex Inlet ride on the weekend of
September 26-27, 2020. The event will offer a 40km and 80-100km elevator ride on Sunday 27th. The
100km event will be run as the South Coast Zone Championship, with successful riders receiving a Zone
Championship buckle and divisional prizes. The 80km will run as a no frills event, with the choice of a
Sussex Inlet buckle or mug for successful completions.
We are aiming to start the rides early so riders can beat the heat, and get home early. The course is
undulating and very achievable for novice horses, following similar tracks to 2019. The course is mostly kind
underfoot. We will make sure there is plenty of water and hay for the horses on course.
The ride base will be the same as previous years – Advance Rd, Sussex Inlet.
Please note that pre-entry will be required! Entries and payments are to be made through
Trybooking. The link will be available approx. 6 weeks prior to the event, and will be advertised on
Facebook and the NSWERA website.
Follow our Facebook event page to stay up to date with the latest information. The event is listed on
Facebook as “Sussex Inlet Endurance Ride”.

The ride will run using standard AERA vetting with Darien Feary as the head vet. Thanks Darien!
We welcome back Bumpy Road as our caterer (same as 2019), and Jo Arblaster/Animal Focus as our
official photographer.
Dogs are allowed but must be on leashes at all times.
If you are arriving at the ride base on Friday, PLEASE let us know in advance so we can prepare for you.
Please arrive no earlier than 3pm on Friday. The ride base will close on Monday at 12pm.
Entry fees and timing TBC closer to the date. This information will be available on our Facebook page and
the NSWERA website.
All enquiries to Talea:
0415 990 541 (after hours only) or tiza590@gmail.com
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MATAR STABLES BULLIO CUP
30 & 31 October, 1 November 2020

Canobolas Endurance Riders Club (CERC) is starting to get a feel for what competitors would like from our
event after two years of running the Matar Stables Bullio Cup. Based on feedback, we have decided to run
the event in a different format with events running on the Saturday morning (Friday night) followed by a
dinner on the Saturday night with best conditioned workouts and presentations on the Sunday morning.
At the time of writing, we are unsure of the COVID-19 regulations. We ask that you keep watching our
Facebook page, www.bullio.net and NSWERA social media pages. Suffice to say, we hope to continue to
provide an event that everyone can enjoy.
The Event will comprise –

EVENT

RIDE ENTRY

AERA 120km

Adult $200; Junior $180.00

CEI ** 120km

Open & Youth - $300.00

AERA 80KM

Adult $115.00; Junior $95.00

AERA 40km

$60.00. Day Membership Fee Subsidised by CERC

AERA 20km

$40.00. Day Membership Fee Subsidised by CERC

AERA 5-10km

$20.00. Day Membership Fee Subsidised by CERC

Due to FEI Rule changes stating that one-star CEI events must now be a minimum of 100kms, we will be
cancelling the one-star CEI event. Unfortunately, this rule change is out of our hands and is disappointing.
We have endeavored to sponsor a 1* competition at another event in NSW to do our best to ensure this
qualification opportunity is not lost to members.
The winner of the Matar Stables Bullio Cup will be the first CEI ** Open or AERA Middleweight or
Heavyweight rider to successfully complete the 120km ride. All successful completions will receive the
standout gold and silver Bullio Cup Buckle.
Selection of photos from the
Bullio ride last year.
Thanks to Animal Focus.
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The AERA 80km event will be run as “no frills”. However, all completions will take home a beautiful silver
Bullio Cup Buckle and some modest prizes may also be awarded.
Notwithstanding COVID-19 government regulations, we will be hosting the Event as follows.
Please note this is a Summary Timetable only and may be subject to change. The main timetable will be
found on our website www.bullio.net in due course –

Wednesday 28th October 2020

1200 -Ride Base will open

Thursday 29th October 2020

1100 - Secretarial Office will open to process entries

Friday 30th October 2020

1000 – Secretarial Office will open to process entries
1400 to 1630 - Pre-ride Vetting – CEI**, AERA Endurance &
Intermediate Rides (Introductory horses can also vet)
1700 – Compulsory Pre-Ride Talk – 120km, 80km and 40km
categories

Saturday 31st October 2020

0100 – (1am) – Start of CEI** & 120km AERA Endurance
Rides
0400 – (4am) – Start of AERA 80km Endurance Ride
0700 – (7am) – Start of AERA 40km Intermediate Ride
0700 – Pre Ride Vetting – Introductory Rides
0900 – Start of 20km Introductory Ride
0930 – Start of 5-10km Introductory Ride
1730 – Post Ride Happy Hour
1800 – Post Ride Lamb on Spit Dinner

Sunday 1st November 2020

0800 – Best Conditioned Workouts
0900 – Presentations

The terrain will be similar to last year’s rides so keep that fitness rolling along. All courses will be
achievable with level of difficulty commensurate with the event you are entering.You Tube videos on our
Facebook page showcase the magnificent scenery and travelling.
The 120km and 80km events will be run under vet gate into hold vetting and the intermediate and
introductory rides will be run using standard AERA 30 minute vetting. Hold times and leg distances will be
provided in due course via our website and
Facebook pages.
Again, all entries for ALL events will only be
processed through ManeHub with all
payments being accepted by credit card
through ManeHub.
We will host our lamb on the spit dinner on
Saturday evening after the ride has finished
so that everyone can relax and enjoy a
great dinner before heading off the following
morning. Presentations will be around
9.00am on Sunday following best
conditioned workouts and then everyone
has the opportunity to hit the road nice and
early.
Info can be found at Matar Stables Bullio
Cup Facebook page and on our website
www.bullio.net.
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More photos from the Bullio ride last year.
Photos also found on pages 7, 8 and 9.
Thanks once again to Animal Focus.
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Of Mice and Men

by Amanda Rayner

No matter how carefully a project is planned
something may still go wrong!
It is with great disappointment and regret that
the Tom Quilty National Endurance
Championship due to be held in Collie W.A. in
September is to be postponed until 2021 due
to the ramifications of COVID-19.
Following two months of deliberations and
negotiations with the AERA it was decided that
W.A. will host the event next year. Many
decisions were taken into consideration
including the fact that even if the ride season
The much sought after Tom Quilty Gold Buckle
resumes say in July there would be
inadequate time to prepare a horse for a 160
km ride with the cancellation of all endurance events since mid-March. There is no guarantee that we will
even have another ride in the 2020 season.
As NSW was due to hold the event next year (and also had significant preparations in place), they will now
run the event in 2022.
The Tom Quilty committee is elated they are able to hold the event in 2021. A revised date will be set, the
venue of the Collie Racecourse will be secured and other amendments put in place. Given the extra
timeframe there will be no excuse for not having the event run to schedule.
Endurance competition is another world where teenagers and parents train and ride together, where
Johnny straps for Mum this week and Mum straps for Johnny the next. Endurance families are quite the
norm and it’s a pretty good part of the horse world to grow up in.There are many variables involved in the
preparation of an 80km ride, not to mention a 160 km ride. Training and feeding for the everyday good
health and care of the horse; boots and shoeing, rider fitness - and the list goes on. There is also the right
combination of good management, good luck and natural talent prevailing on the day.
I am proud to be a part of next year’s Tom Quilty committee in my role of Publicity and Promotions. Along
with two other members it has certainly been great to team up on the jobs. The committee team of 25,
some with many years’ experience of running
AERA Middleweight distance horse for 2019 was
rides and Quilties, have been working extremely
Eleazar Sharym attaining 1,372 km ridden by Cassie
hard over the past two years to present a
Mulcahy
memorable Quilty in the West. With monthly
Photo credit Down Under Images
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meetings an enormous and daunting task is gradually coming together.
Here is a run-down of our plans to date.
This will be the 55th running of the Tom Quilty and the sixth time W.A. has hosted the event since the ride
began rotating around the States in 1986. The ride will be run from the Collie racecourse which has only
one race meet a year in October which is held on the same day as the Cox Plate. It’s very much a picnic
race meet with a gathering of roughly 2,000 people .The racecourse has been used as a ride base for
many of our major rides over the years which gives us an intimate knowledge of the requirements and
logistics of the venue along with the many surrounding scenic trails.
The coal mining town of Collie is located 200km south of Perth and 58 km inland from the coastal town of
Bunbury. The town has a population of 9000 residents; large enough to offer all the services and facilities
expected, but small enough to retain its country charm and hospitality.
The valley’s forests, sparkling waterways, scenic trails and picturesque farmland will make for a varying
and challenging course.
Those who are passionate about this sport will travel to compete in a handful of iconic rides around the
world and the Tom Quilty is one of them, along with the Tevis Cup held annually in California.This ride
originally inspired R.M. and Erica Williams to create the Tom Quilty Gold Cup which has challenged so
many riders to compete for the coveted Quilty silver buckle. R.M. approached Kimberley cattleman Tom
Quilty about running the ride in 1966 and Tom donated $1000 which paid for the original gold cup which
still has pride of place in the Stockman’s Hall of Fame in Longreach.
The ride begins at midnight on Friday night, sometimes with just a slither of moon. It’s an incredible
adrenaline rush to take to the often unfamiliar tracks with our amazing equine athletes who are so willing
to look after us every step of the way. Competitors ride the event over five legs to return each time to the
racecourse to have their horses vetted and hopefully deemed fit by the veterinary panel to continue the
ride. In the sport of endurance, the welfare of the horse is paramount. The official motto - To complete is to
Win - demonstrates the high priority of horse health. The horse must pass all of the veterinary checks
including the check at the end of the ride. The criteria is the same following each leg. The horse must not
only be sound and metabolically stable, it must in the opinion of the vets be fit to continue, even at the
finish line. The riders have 24 hours to complete the 160km.
On Sunday morning, horses are again saddled to present for the Best Conditioned award which is
awarded for each of the four riding divisions and chosen from the metabolic criteria, in hand run out and
finally a ridden workout. The Pat Slater, Newbridge and
Shareym trophies will also be awarded at this time.
To qualify for the ride, the rider must have completed
one 100-mile ride (160km) and the horse have
successfully completed a total of three 80km rides over
a set period.
Collie is proud to be hosting the event and the Collie
Shire and local community has been rallying to the
cause. The ride base has undergone extensive
improvements to infrastructure and facilities have been
a work in progress. The venue will offer first class
facilities with ample room for camping and good
provision for vetting and strapping. WAERA conducted
the 2019 State Championship in September at the
Collie racecourse and endeavoured to simulate the
conditions of the Tom Quilty 2021 as closely as
possible providing plenty of positive feedback.
The WA Tom Quilty is running comfortably within its
now extended timeframe. Local Collie community
sponsors have been secured, the course has been
analysed following last year’s State Ride and two legs
have been revised (yet to be tested). The committee is
planning an innovative format on Sunday following the
ride which is to include a sit-down lunch and will
incorporate presentations and speeches. Sunday
evening will be reserved for a live band which always
creates a fun- filled atmosphere with lots of dancing and
exchanges of the events during the Quilty week.The
Quilty family parts company the following day as
interstaters pack to head home to their respective
States. It can be a sad time farewelling old friends and

AERA Lightweight distance horse for 2019
was Duo Park Royal Constellation attaining
1,372 km ridden by Tegan Symington.
Photo credit Down Under Images
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new friendships formed during the ride.
Merchandise has been on sale for some time with polo shirts and caps available along with an eye-catching
souvenir rug. The lightweight rug, designed by Aricon, features a stunning blue to navy gradient complete
with the Tom Quilty logo and horse artwork to match the polo shirt. Rugs can be purchased by anyone
irrespective of entry or completion and can be customised with the rider’s and horse’s name. The Tom Quilty
Facebook site reaches 11,000 people each month and has been regularly updated. Facebook and the
website will be the primary means of communicating to competitors and the public leading up to the event.
It is expected that well over 100 competitors will compete including international, interstate and local riders.
Western Australia has a gritty bunch of riders with a great dedication to the sport. With many quiet achievers,
75 WA riders are now qualified to ride in the Quilty and of these some will undoubtably be keenly
competitive.
The 2019 ride season held testament to this with several WA horses accomplishing amazing distance
records, three topping the AERA National awards.
Lightweight rider, Tegan Symington rode her homebred stallion Duo Park Royal Son (Shamaria x Fahyritzih)
to National Lightweight Distance horse with 1,168 km . Sonny was second overall with 80 points. In the
Middlewight division Cassie Mulcahy rode Eleazar Sharym (Eleazar Ashaar x Eleazar Serenity) to National
distance horse with 1,372 km. Chrissy Popsicle ( Dyarah Park Astarh x dam unknown) ridden by Shirley
O’Donoghue gained second position with 969 km.The National points horse was reversed for these two
riders separated by only two points 80 and 78 respectively. Along with these combinations many other riders
from WA will be pinning their hopes on obtaining that once in a lifetime silver buckle.
Our horses bring us simple joy which is so necessary at present. Many of us are fortunate to live on acreage
which helps us find a positive plan and focus on maintaining our health and wellbeing. We have our horses
to love and should feel grateful for the fact we may make more time for them given the present
circumstances. With the chaos and uncertainty in the world and in our daily lives we sincerely hope the
endurance family is doing okay during the rapidly changing days of the pandemic.
Rest assured the spirit of endurance riding will live on and the Quilty will come around again in 2021.
The Tom Quilty committee would like to thank the Shire of Collie for its continued support during this time.
We would also like to thank our sponsors and the Collie community for their patience and understanding.
We plan to bring you a successful and memorable event in 2021. We’ll just have to wait a bit longer.

Remember you must put your PIC number on your ride entry forms. If you don’t have one, you can

download the Property Identification Code application and return it to your regional Local Land
Services office. If you require further information on PICs, you can view PIC landholders information
sheet (PDF), or PIC horses information sheet (PDF)

https://www.lls.nsw.gov.au/i-want-to/apply-for-a-property-identification-code
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Lament for a lost mate
By Steve Brooks

He was never a champion. Except to us.
He was never a legend. Except to us.
He was no beauty. Except to us.
He was simply our Lhasa.
Harmere Lhasa, bred by the late Howard Harris at ‘The Islands’, several hundred acres of steeply rolling
hills and wild gullies draped on the Sydney-side of the Blue Mountains.
The pure-bred Arabian colt slid into life in Spring 1993, out of one of Howard’s sturdy but largely untested
Kiwi mares, and sired by a horse called Franklin Hassani. According to those who knew him, Hassani was a
rangy, raw-boned and somewhat fierce stallion of Tasmanian origin, typical perhaps, of horses commonly
referred to as colonial-bred Arabs.
An early injury precluded Hassani from endurance competition but with an obvious liking for the boldness of
his ‘type’, Howard’s mercurial tenacity and occasionally contentious character were intent on breeding
horses of similar tenacity and character, and he bred many.
Lhasa – though the endurance register would always spell his name incorrectly as Lahsa – first came to our
attention late in 1997as a ‘For Sale’ ad in the NSW Endurance newsletter described, if memory serves me
right, as an exciting prospect bred purely for endurance and specifically, hundred-milers.
At that time my wife and I were still relatively new to the sport and while we both had a handful of 80 and
even 100 km events under our belts, 160 km championship rides remained a distant dream. Naivety,
however, had created an illusion in my heavyweight head that it wouldn’t be so hard to cover 160 km in one
day if rider and horse were fit enough. Foolishly, I looked at it as just two 80 km rides tacked together.
Reality and inexperience came crashing home at the 1997 Tom Quilty in the NSW Watagan Mountains
where Buck (Hennessy), a big, brave thoroughbred/Andalusian cross whose heart rate had barely scraped
through in a handful of 40 and 80 km rides, gave his all carrying almost 100 kg. Try as he might though,
lameness and the inevitability of a high heart rate brought our Quilty attempt to an inglorious and
ignominious close at the end of the third leg after more than 130 km.
“He’s honest but probably not suited to endurance,” a friend said with polite empathy. Recurrent lameness
revealed the onset of navicular disease and while Buck would grow old and die with us, his endurance days
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were well and truly done.
Thus came the newsletter ad, a phone call to Howard Harris and with a close friend in tow, the first meeting
with a freshly broken four year-old chestnut gelding at ‘The Islands’.
“That’s a head only a mother could love,” the friend said quietly, but loud enough for Howard to hear.
“They don’t run on their head,” he fired back and from that moment on, the sometimes enigmatic and
somewhat eccentric Howard Harris became a fount of knowledge and opinion. He would also become a
friend, much to the other friend’s apparent disdain.
Nonetheless, it was a cautious Harris who threw his leg over an obviously lively and recently gelded four
year-old, riding him slowly once around a small paddock before climbing off and offering me the reins. The
sharp eye and the high head carriage portrayed an arrogant and suspicious nature which tingled up through
the saddle. Two tentative laps of the paddock were enough, for now!
Pleasantries aside and price discussed, I told Howard I’d think about it and ring him that evening. The friend
didn’t like the horse but for whatever reason, mostly his attitude I think, I did. That night, the deal was done
and a week later Harmere Lhasa (named after the high Tibetan town) joined a mare and two geldings at his
new home. With just the flick of an ear or a quick snap, he was paddock boss in an instant and would
remain so all his life, no matter what horse came home.
Early days weren’t easy. Trust and acceptance took time, for both of us. For me, it also took a couple of
trips to the dirt and the first few years were definitely a work in progress.
Still, in 1998 we went to our first 80 km endurance ride. It was not a good start, vetting out on heart rate at
the end of the ride. The next attempt was worse, vetting out on heart rate at the pre-ride vet check when he
copied the antics of another novice horse equally full of good food and bad manners.
By this stage, pessimism was running rampant in sync with unsolicited advice, with one alleged ‘expert’
suggesting his attitude was largely caused by underlying timidity while another said he would suffer a sore
back if I didn’t do something to bring his head down.
Timidity! You’re kidding. There was not a timid bone in his body. As for the head carriage, the only time he
suffered a sore back was on one occasion after more ‘expert’ advice suggested I try a dressage saddle.
Finally, after a few long bouts of quiet thought and soul-searching, we settled on our own course of action.
First, treat arrogance with arrogance. Second, put the reins through a set of loose-fitting rings that wouldn’t
allow the head to go too high yet still allow him to run in his own fashion. Third, though this came later
following the input of a highly experienced endurance rider, try him in a military style saddle.
At last, third time lucky with his first successful completion of an 80 km ride. The corner had been turned
and from this point on, we started to know and trust each other. To ride him became more than a pleasure.
It was a privilege. His strength and tenacity were never in question, and the onus and responsibility were on
me to know when and where to let him have a run, and when to know he wasn’t quite at his best.
Sure, he had a shy that could split anatomy and he could pull like a train when his blood was up and there
was a horse to catch, but he never shirked even when things were hugely hot and hard, as they
occasionally were. He would simply endure.
Over many years, Lhasa would put almost 4000 km of successful endurance competition behind him,
mostly carrying my heavyweight frame but also taking my wife Julie to a number of lightweight
achievements.
If was not his fault that he never achieved a Quilty or Shahzada buckle. In fact, at his only Tom Quilty
attempt in 2003 at Canowindra in western NSW, it was my stuff-up that saw him withdrawn at the end of the
third leg despite being comfortably in the top couple of heavyweight contenders. I have, quite honestly,
never forgiven myself for the stupidity of a careless action that day. As for the 400 km Shahzada event,
numerous people suggested he had the fortitude to succeed, but back then I seemed to be devoid of the
time and motivation to tackle this gruelling and legendary ride. At least my wife was intent on holding up the
family banner, dedicated to an annual Shahzada pilgrimage and to date achieving seven buckles from eight
attempts, including five successful rides in a row on her gutsy mare Aloha Byshara, known to most as
simply Bess.
Nonetheless, just a few months after the despair and disappointment of the Canowindra Quilty, Lhasa
showed in no uncertain terms what he was truly capable of. A first heavyweight and best conditioned award
at a 100 km event was quickly followed by first heavyweight and best conditioned over 160 km at the 2003
NSW State Championship at Red Range, near Glen Innes.
The ’03 State Championship was actually a spectacular success for Howard Harris. Lhasa was one of three
Harmere horses to place first among the four riding divisions, winning Junior, Middleweight and
Heavyweight categories, including outright winner and first over the line with Harmere Zeal in the
middleweight class.
Then, a year later at the NSW State Championship in Harden, Julie rode Lhasa to equal first across the
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line, finishing with a strong hand gallop that surprised everyone, not least his jockey.
Many rides followed, some more successful than others. A shocking fall in an 80 km ride wasn’t good for
either of us, keeping us out of action for a while and for the remainder of his days he carried the scars of a
scalped poll and knees skinned to the bone.
It was an interruption each of us could’ve done without as work commitments and a self-imposed hiatus
from riding forced a three-year gap in competition between 2007 and 2010. Sadly, some of his best years
were allowed to slide by uneventfully and again, I still live with that regret.
Even so, after such a long break and just shy of 18 years old, he covered 160 km alongside Julie’s mare
Bess, successfully completing the incredibly wet and supremely difficult 2011 NSW State Championship in
Shahzada heartland at St Albans.
All up, he started and succeeded in five 160 km State Championships.
Retirement, however, did not always sit well with him and many a day he would be at the gate when other
horses were being taken out for a ride, maybe wondering why he wasn’t going as well.
Still, I would occasionally ride him in the paddock and at 22 years of age he was brought out of retirement
for a fortnight of easy work before chaperoning another young Harmere horse at two days of 20 km rides
in Manilla, west of Tamworth. He took to the task like he’d never been away, but it was apparent on the
second day that age was taking its toll. He vetted through without any drama but it was the last time he
was ever ridden.
Lhasa grew old fast and age wasn’t particularly kind to him. A cancer erupted in his offside tear duct, yet
he faced the operation and its after-treatment, and later a wickedly deep cut above a foreleg heel which
Julie treated every day for many weeks, with all the stoicism and trust that typified everything he did with
us and for us.
The end came suddenly and cruelly. In early autumn this year at 26 years of age, he started carrying his
nearside hind leg awkwardly and the discomfort was increasingly apparent. A trusted vet examined him
and determined significant muscle wastage around the nearside rump caused by any number of
possibilities, not least tumours. A strong course of ‘bute’ seemed to have little effect and over the next few
weeks, every day was notably worse until one Sunday morning when he couldn’t put the hind foot to the
ground and every step was misery.
It was a beautiful warm day. And his last. I believe it takes a lot to make me cry, but I cried that day.
He’s buried in a grassy paddock near the house where we can see his last resting place and reflect on a
horse that taught me more than I taught him, and gave me more of himself than I could possibly return.
Meantime, retirement and motherhood have treated Bess well but since Lhasa’s last day she spends
much of her time standing alone, disinterested and even ignorant of the other horses.
She, too, misses her mate.

Two happy
riders taking
part in the
Woodstock
ride last year.
Photo:
Animal
Focus.
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From your Registrar
Hi Everyone – just a quick reminder that I am still here and ready
to help you with any paperwork you may need to update – in case
anyone is unsure, I can help you with:
x
x
x
x

Memberships and upgrades from novice to endurance
Logbooks – Novice logbooks - Logbook upgrades to
endurance and 2nd, 3rd or even 4th logbook replacements
New Owner Transfers
Verification of all ride results – any queries please contact
me.

We have a great committee which has been working hard on a
new Mentor Program to encourage new members and give them
some guidance along the way. We also have a very informative
booklet called “Getting started in Endurance Riding” which I would
be very happy to send to anyone who needs some help whether
they are members or not. Please feel free to ask me.
I have been asked to write a few words about my experience with
horses and Endurance riding so that everyone feels they know
me a little better and new members can ask me for advice with
confidence .Here goes.
I started riding as a child and did the usual Pony Club/ Showing/ very low level eventing and finally when I
left school became a dressage addict and worked for the NSW Dressage coach for two years as a working
pupil – very long hours but a fantastic opportunity. I competed and judged dressage in most states of
Australia for about 20 years and spent three months training in Germany. Dressage was a very big part of
my life until my body decided that big wide warmbloods didn’t suit my hips anymore. We had moved to
Colo Heights and were surrounded by beautiful bushland and trails and it seemed that it was time for a
change. Then I discovered Endurance – my new passion!
I had a nine year old palomino gelding that I had bought to use in my riding school who was very quiet and
very strong. He was a registered part Arab and quite a character, so I thought he would be a good one to
start my endurance phase. Cobby (Shahaven Cobbity Mist) is now 34 and we still have a love affair that
has lasted 25years (fortunately my husband understands). Cobby did 1900 successful kms including my
one and only 160km Colo Classic and a few vet outs along the way, but he was huge fun, very brave and
extremely safe. I have had lots of wonderful horses in my life and they have all grown old with me but
Cobby has always been special and I think it is because you have to have so much more trust with an
endurance horse than with any other discipline.
When my daughter Emma started doing training rides, Cobby was getting a bit old so my next horse was
Dashanda Jamia (now 26). Jamia and I did many training rides buddying up with Emma and she also took
Emma and my husband, Steve around a few rides as well. Both Cobby and Jamia were used all through
their endurance careers in my riding school and taught many children and adults to ride. They did
dressage lessons, jumping, trail rides and pony camps – very versatile! They are both now paddock
buddies and are enjoying a welldeserved retirement.
My riding career now consists of a few
social rides on my new pony “Porsche
“– she sounds flash, but she is a very
fat, 14 hand buckskin stock horse mare
who I know is going to give me years of
fun. I tag along now with my niece,
Kylie who is busting to get going with
some longer rides this season after the
shutdown but I will be happy just to get
to a 20km social and catch up with
everyone around the campfire. A few
wines and a few yarns and we will all
feel normal again.
Hope you are all staying safe, enjoying
your ponies and taking care of your
loved ones.
Photos from Animal Focus.
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Cheers, Jax

On The Other Side of COVID-19
By Erin Glassman

As endurance riders, adversity is our middle
name. We purposely submit ourselves to long
hours over arduous terrain on creatures with
minds of their own for sometimes no more
than a tee-shirt or a pat on the back. On top of
it all, we drive long hours and pay money to
do this. We are crazy! I mean crazy in the
most loving and awesome way possible, by
the way (I take this word as a compliment
since it is a word that is applied to me
somewhat frequently by those living in the
‘normal’ world).
As a result of our choice of lifestyle and
beloved hobby of distance riding, we are
accustomed to the occasional stumbling
block, obstacle, foible, what have you. These
things happen as we know and it doesn’t
matter what continent we reside on or
whether you call your horse-moving-vehicle a
trailer or a float. We’ve all had flat tires,
breakdowns on a trip, floods, fires and
weather cancelations.
At events we have had pre-check-in pulls for
lameness, colic, the infamous “ain’t quite
right” and of course pulls for anything during
the rides themselves.
We’ve experienced personal issues
preventing us from getting to rides including
personal illness, family events and people not
checking our ride calendars when they plan
their wedding dates.

Author Erin Glassman taking advantage of weekends at
home to help build new corrals with newly learned skills

The year 2020 however, has provided us with the mother of all stumbling blocks: COVID-19 - the
coronavirus that has grabbed the world by the ankles and shaken out its pockets has certainly done that to
our corner of life. In the US, the national BOD made the decision on April13 to withdraw sanction on
endurance rides until May 11, effecting the cancelation of multiple events (for example, the author’s 50miler in Kansas). Even some future events have been pulled off the books, including the Vermont 100 and
the Tevis Cup.
“It’s not too surprising that they made the decisions with Tevis and the Vermont 100 with all of the
volunteers they have to coordinate,” stated Mary Howell, an endurance rider and ride manager from
Virginia. “I’m hoping that AERC will give us some leeway to use private lands to make up ride dates if there
are no restrictions on gatherings in the future.”
Howell has also expressed one of her biggest challenges from the experience: unchanneled energy. “As a
20-year endurance rider, I’m used to having a packed schedule!” exclaimed the vibrant rider. “With all this
free time, I’m spending my time with the medical corps to help with expanded testing in Virginia. I’m also
lucky that I’m not economically affected and this downtime got me to thinking big. I’m using the opportunity
to upgrade my rig and purchase a newer vehicle to go to rides on the other side of the country!”
Other riders throughout the country have expressed more disappointment with the cancelation of rides such
as Tevis.
Texan Todd Hezeau had big plans to make the trip to California with his horse LV this summer after coming
back from a severe accident on the very same trail. Hezeau has dealt with his disappointment by
formulating alternative plans.
“[With Tevis cancelled] I have hopes of going to Spanish Peaks in Colorado and plan to go to Big Horn (in
Wyoming) and do the 100 there instead,” related Hezeau. “There’s also the chance of the Outlaw and Virgin
ride in Utah and possibly the Big South Fork 100.”
In addition to trying different rides, Hezeau has been enjoying some other benefits of the social distancing
orders that have been placed on the majority of states.
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“The lack of traffic is awesome! I think it’s positive that
families are having family time, walking the dog and
riding bikes together,” reflected Hezeau.
Additionally other impacts of Covid have not been
completely negative. For Arizona rider Troy Eckard,
the decrease in big rides on the books is not as big of
an impact as it will be for others.
“This year was going to be more of a rest year for our
horses anyway,” related Eckard. “One of my horses
was coming off a heavy competitive year and the
other was coming back from a P1 fracture. With the
decrease in rides, this actually gives us no pressure
whatsoever to do a competition.”
Eckard discussed the importance of downtime and
rest in his training program for his horses and went on
to discuss his own fitness program and the challenges
he’s experiencing there.“I think I’ve put on the Covid
15,” he joked. “I usually swim at the community pool
so that has been disrupted. I’ve been mountain biking
a lot instead. I had planned on trying to beat my time
in the Waikiki Rough Water Swim from 30 years ago,
so I’m not sure if that will happen.” Using his own prior
athletic experience to relate to his equine experience,
Eckard reflected on what the time away from
competition might mean for our horse companions.
Photographs: Our last endurance ride before quarantine- Lee County Lizard Run in South Carolina with
Libby Llop, one of my oldest endurance friends. My young gelding Canadian Chrome had just dumped me
in a chocolate coloured puddle when Becky Pearman took the 2nd photo (the first was early in the day
when I was still clean and dry) —Mary Howell

“I think that the down time could be a big benefit for some people and their horses - as a competitive athlete
myself, you can tell when you have something minor building up. Horses can’t tell us that and often times
won’t - they are so damn willing and stoic! This may be a blessing in that situation when all of a sudden
they’re forced to have a break.” No matter where we stake our tents, this pandemic has certainly given us
an alternative movement in this ride we call life. Despite having this unexpected hurdle, I think we can bring
some good out of it all as these riders from across my country have shown us, whether it be the chance to
upgrade your
situation, explore new
places or rebuild
yourself or your horse.
I know there’s many
more beneficial things
that will come out of
all of this and as time
passes, we will be
able to tell each other
about them in our own
crazy company at ride
camp once again
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THERE'S MORE TO SADDLE FITTING THAN FITTING SADDLES
There was a time when our favourite saddle was used on every horse we rode as long as it was
comfortable for the rider. If a horse had behavioural issues they were ‘just being naughty’, or we'd blame
‘the spring grass’.
More recently, awareness of the horse's comfort has been taken into consideration. Many new types of
saddles have come onto the market giving riders a greater choice over which fitted the horse best, stayed
stable on its back and caused the least amount of discomfort. There are pros and cons for each and as
with everything it often comes down to a compromise.
With that came adjustable gullets, treeless v. treed and so on.
Ideally a saddle should be assessed on a horse without a saddlecloth underneath. Realistically, it must
have a little downward pressure in order to check the angles and shape accurately. . A saddle needs to be
chosen that best matches not just the width of the gullet (front) but also the shape and angles right through
from front to back and top to bottom.
Often overlooked are the countless other influences that affect even a well-fitting saddle. Once a good
fitting saddle has been chosen, a thin saddlecloth is all that is required. A common mistake is using a thick
one, like a thick pair of socks in your boots that are too narrow. A thick one however, will make up for a
saddle that's a little wide in the gullet.
A common sign that the gullet is too narrow is when it all slips sideways when mounting, or if your horse
has been tripping. You could even see where the shape is not matching in the shoulder area. The bottom
of the gullet will be tighter than at the top, putting more pressure at the bottom.
Saddlecloths do not just sit on the back, but between the gullet and so thick ones narrow down and tighten
that area.
Changing gullet widths (and saddlecloth thicknesses) sit the saddle higher or lower at the scapula. A gullet
too narrow would impede shoulder movement and too wide would sit too low over the withers.
A FEW TIPS ON WHOLISTIC SADDLE FITTING
The rider's position - leaning forward, back or balanced left/right - also has a great affect. Riders are often
unaware and could do well to ask another rider behind them to observe. Over long distances, the rider
ideally should be sitting balanced in a centred seat. The horse will sweat first beneath the most pressure in
general. Whereas with a full sweat up, any pressure points will end up appearing dry. This is where the
sweat glands and circulation have been compromised. Over time, the muscles will shrink in that area, thus
seen as muscle atrophy. These muscles can usually become revitalized with work in a better fitting saddle.
SWEAT MARKS
Studying sweat marks is a helpful way to look at how evenly the surface bearing area touches the horse.
What often confuses this is prior tissue damage which needs to be considered.
Riding with stirrups that are too short will throw the rider off balance and seated will be pushed up higher
on the cantle, thus not making a centred, deep seat possible. Riding with stirrups too long will not allow the
rider to post easily or put enough weight into the stirrups to help balance their weight evenly.
Horses also need to travel balanced and relaxed in the mind. The frame in which they travel really affects
the shape of the back. A horse that is trying to escape from pain will often travel with its head up or down,
which either hollows or rounds the back. This also applies to leaning or pulling to one side, etc.
IMPORTANT TO NOTE. The pain can also be in the horse’s mouth caused by a need for dental attention
or less than desirable horsemanship practice, or both.
Other factors which can influence saddle fit include hoof care, diet, need for veterinary care/bodyworker
(soundness), level of freshness or fatigue, age of the horse and type of terrain.
Eg; On hilly terrain, a horse with its head down and back rounded in the middle climbing up a hill will shift
the saddle backwards if there is too much rock (the curve underneath the saddle from front to back).
A saddle that shifts forward, back or sideways does not match the shape of the horse's back.
Sideways movement can also cause girth galls. Asymmetry is very common in horse anatomy (and
human) to varying degrees, eg; scoliosis. Approximately 80% of horses have different shaped shoulders.
Some saddle brands can accommodate for this as problems can arise from rubbing at the front or back on
one side.
A larger surface bearing area is also better for dispersing the rider's weight, sharing fewer pounds per
square inch.
All gullets and seat sizes vary with different brands and types of saddles. It's always best to consult with
the manufacturer's guidelines on suitability.
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Most importantly, observe and pay close attention to your horse's attitude and behaviour. We are always
advising riders toSpecialized Saddles edited
THERE'S MORE TO SADDLE FITTING THAN FITTING SADDLES
There was a time when our favourite saddle was used on every horse that we rode, as long as it was
comfortable for the rider. If a horse had behavioural issues they were "just being naughty", or we'd "blame
the spring grass".
In more recent times, a lot more awareness and consideration for the horse's comfort has been realised.
Many new types of saddles came onto the market, giving riders a bigger choice over which one fitted the
horse best, stayed stable on its back and caused the least amount of discomfort. There are pros and cons
for each, as with everything.
It often comes down to a compromise.
With that came adjustable gullets, treeless vs treed and so on.
Ideally a saddle should be assessed on a horse without a saddlecloth underneath. Realistically, it must
have a little downward pressure in order to check the angles and shape accurately. . A saddle needs to be
chosen that best matches not just the width of the gullet (front) but also the shape and angles right through
from front to back and top to bottom.
Often overlooked are the countless other influences that affect even a well-fitting saddle. Once a good fitting
saddle has been chosen, a thin saddlecloth is all that is required. A common mistake is using a thick one,
like a thick pair of socks in your boots that are too narrow. A thick one however, will make up for a saddle
that's a little wide in the gullet.
A common sign that the gullet is too narrow is when it all slips sideways when mounting, or if your horse has
been tripping. You could even see where the shape is not matching in the shoulder area. The bottom of the
gullet will be tighter than at the top, putting more pressure at the bottom.
Saddlecloths do not just sit on the back, but between the gullet and so thick ones narrow down and tighten
that area.
Changing gullet widths (and saddlecloth thicknesses) sit the saddle higher or lower at the scapula. A gullet
too narrow would impede shoulder movement and too wide would sit too low over the withers.
A FEW TIPS ON WHOLISTIC SADDLE FITTING
The rider's position leaning forward, back or balanced left/right also has a great affect. Riders are often
unaware and could do well to ask another rider behind them to observe. Over long distances, the rider
ideally should be sitting balanced in a centred seat. The horse will sweat first under where the most
pressure is in general. Whereas with a full sweat up, any pressure points will end up appearing dry. This is
where the sweat glands and circulation have been compromised. Over time, the muscles will shrink in that
area, thus seen as muscle atrophy. These muscles can uually become revitalised with work in a better
fitting saddle.
SWEAT MARKS
Studying sweat marks is a very helpful way to look at how evenly the surface bearing area touches the
horse. What often confuses this is prior tissue damage which needs to be considered.
Riding with stirrups that are too short will throw the rider off balance and seated will be pushed up higher on
the cantle, thus not making a centred, deep seat possible. Riding with stirups too long will not allow the rider
to post easily or put enough weight into the stirrups to help balance their weight evenly.
Horses also need to travel balanced and relaxed in the mind.
The frame in which they travel really affects the shape of the back.
A horse that is trying to escape from pain will often travel with its head up or down, which either hollows or
rounds the back. This also applies to leaning or pulling to one side etc.
IMPORTANT TO NOTE. The pain can also be in its mouth from a need for dental attention or less than
desirable horsemanship practice, or both.
Other factors which can influence saddle fit include hoof care, diet, need for veterinary care/bodyworker
(soundness), level of freshness or fatigue, age of the horse and type of terrain.
Eg; in hilly terrain, a horse with its head down and back rounded in the middle climbing up a hill will shift the
saddle backwards if there is too much rock (the curve underneath the saddle from front to back).
A saddle that shifts forward, back or sideways does not match the shape of the horse's back.
Sideways movement can also cause girth galls.
Asymmetry is very common in horse's anatomy (and humans) to varying degrees, eg; scoliosis. Approx
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80% of all horses have different shaped shoulders. Some saddle brands can accommodate for this as
problems can arise from rubbing at the front or back on one side.
A larger surface bearing area is also better for dispersing the rider's weight, sharing less pounds per square
inch.
All gullets and seat sizes vary with different brands and
types of saddles. It's always best to consult with the
manufacturer's guidelines on suitability.
Most importantly, observe and pay close attention to
your horse's attitude and behaviour. We are always
advising riders to
"never blame the horse".
Written by Kim Wilde and Dianne Luker.
U.S.A Accredited Specialized Saddle fitters.
Sole representatives and distributors of Specialized
Saddles in Australia and New Zealand.
ABN 66980526786
(*This article is not to be used or copied without the
authors' consent).
"never blame the horse".
A digital image of a pressure sensitive mat under
a well-fitting saddle.

My move to France
By Sally Fenner
John Howe asked me to write something of my life in France for the NSW endurance publication as
without rides being held in Australia due to Corona virus, they were lacking articles to publish. So, for
those of you who are interested here goes……….
“Il est mort!” (He is dead), my elderly French neighbour said to me standing over 2m from me. Robert
Grand is my 80 year old neighbour and he was referring to his brother who was my other neighbour but
who mostly lived on the outskirts of Paris. Robert’s brother had died of corona virus and I could not go
and give Robert a hug to comfort him!
Relieved that we missed a bullet, leaving Australia for France just before the fires, but also feeling sad
and guilty for all our wonderful friends who were suffering, we now felt like we had jumped into the fire as
France battled with the deadly virus.
France had offered us everything we wished for, an affordable property of 80 acres with plenty of grazing
(property is very cheap here), plenty of never ending trails passing right by our house to train the horses
on, a lake to set up as a fishing lake business (my husband’s dream) and a second house that we could
rent out as a holiday home which in France is called a ‘Gite’.
Already a year has passed and we have worked
hard physically to set up the property with
renovating both houses which are more than 400
years old and trying to fix up a ruin barn, put in post
and rail fencing, an arena, field shelters for my two
mares who will be foaling in May and clearing more
land for paddocks and around the lake’s dam wall.
We have been stocking and feeding the fish ready
for the fishing business, clearing dead trees out of
the lake, strimming, slashing and weeding on a
grand scale. The place was a jungle when we
arrived.
I could not bear to say goodbye to my three dogs
Bumble a Meremma, Buddy and Yotie both border
Collies (Yotie bred by the Lindsays), my cat Custard
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and my five horses Aladdin (now retired), Squizzy (a challenging unbroken four year old with a history of
being mistreated), Whispers (an angel of a horse I had owned since a two year old and now 11) and her
two foals I bred Flusie (warmblood x arab a 5 year old) and Saabi Sands a 75% arab – (Squizzy was the
sire - now 3 years old).
I booked the three dogs and cat on the same flight as us who would all travel in with the luggage. However,
I had a difficult decision to make as I could only afford to take three horses. In addition to this, all horses fly
in a three-stall hold. So, if I wished to take four or five then I would have to pay for the empty stalls unless
other horses were found to fill the gap.
With no horses found to fly at the same time to France I needed to choose the three horses I would take.
This was a heartbreaking decision. As fate would have it my dear endurance riding friends Averil and Tony
lost their wonderful arab mare suddenly and unexpectedly who was in her prime. I had ridden some of the
Bicentennial trail with them and she was a great mare owned originally by the Haskow-Stewarts. I feared
that flying Aladdin to France was not fair on him as he was not so young anymore and I felt it would be a
selfish choice on my part to put him through that. So, I gifted him to Averil who was thrilled to be his new
owner. I could not have found a more wonderful home for him. The final choice was also made easier due
to his nature - Squizzy was a traumatised horse that I did not feel would handle the experience of flying and
so it was that Averil gained a second horse! I adored both theses horses and my heart felt wrenched to say
goodbye, but I was safe in the knowledge that they were in the best of homes and it was the right decision.
Whispers, Flusie and Saabi had a good flight and handled the entire experience like pros.
Endurance here in France is also now obviously on hold due to Corona. So far, I have not actually
managed to get to any rides as before Corona I did not have a horse float and now that I have one my two
riding horses are in foal and we are on a very strict lockdown . So, I spend my time backing Saabi (very
slowly as he is only 3) and my new boy Yariz an Akhal Teke x arab 4-year-old). I will be starting Yariz in
endurance next season if the Corona virus allows.
My understanding is that in Europe FEI is a hugely attended sport here but I was relieved to hear that there
is also national competitions that are non FEI in all distances, as I do not really wish to compete in FEI.
Hoping to eventually build my young boys up to
160km distances (my favourite distance) and
perhaps compete in Florac (claimed as the
French equivalent to Tevis) for now I’m happy to
explore the trails locally and possibly go and
explore the Pyrenees and Alps for fun once I’ve
finished backing the boys.
Last summer I had my endurance friend Julie
and her family visit and this September if Corona
allows my buddy Di Straney will be joining me
here and then onto a week long ride in the
Mercantour in the Alps which is a trail that
crosses into Italy and back into France. I also
plan to ride the Golden Horse Shoe in the west of
England at some point in the future and hopefully
explore some trails all over Europe.
If ever any of my other good endurance riding
mates from Australia wish to visit, I’m sure I can
find a bed and a horse for you……….! Bonne
Chance, Bon Courage et A bientot!
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SHAHZADA—
Working towards 2021…….

2020 has certainly been a challenge … drought, fires,
storms, floods and then Covid 19 – the only positive that we
can draw from 2020 so far is that we now move into a much
better end of the year with rides happening as well and we
have heaps of time to plan for the 40th Anniversary of
Shahzada from 23rd to the 27th August, 2021.
Probably the most inspirational aspect of Shahzada is the
wonderful relationship achieved between horse and rider
during “the ride of your life” - well demonstrated in the Best Conditioned/Best Managed Horse Award with
the recipients of that award over the last five years shown on the cover of this newsletter.
Some comments from past recipients:Mel Anderson and Tiki in 2008 “I believe that the Best Managed award encompasses all the hard work we
have put in not only during the ride but the year leading up to this. It is an honour to be awarded this, but
most of all, the accolades of this achievement must go to my best mate, Ausden Kon Tiki”.
When Garry Bennett and Karabil Yaningi received the award in 2009, Head Vet that year Kym Hagon said
“this is THE most prestigious award in endurance riding. I rate it so extremely highly because it shows that
on the toughest stage, you have prepared and managed your horse better than anyone else”.
Sue Todd and Shakista in 2010 – “After all the kilometres, successful completions in Quilties, Shahzadas,
State Rides and State and National Point scores, being awarded the Best Conditioned/Best Managed
Horse Award with Kissie in 2010 was then and still is my greatest achievement in Endurance Riding”.
John Howe and Ashbend Perazzi (aka Ears) 2013 – “As a little boy I dreamed of growing up and being a
sporting hero. On my bucket list was to be called out for best managed and conditioned at Shahzada 400.
2013 Ears and I were called up, we worked out, we won. Shahzada—where little boy's dreams came true.”
In 2014, Marg Boland and her homebred mare Rosebrae Cameo received the award….Marg was
overwhelmed saying “That final Vet check is very nerve racking, the crowd is amazing and to have so many
people watching your last trot out and cheering when you get the THUMBS UP from the vets it’s very
special. Then on Saturday morning at presentation we were called up to work out for Best Managed, this
was very unexpected. Even more unexpected we were awarded the Trophy”.
When Stuart Lymbery and Garonne Park Walker received the award in 2015, Stuart wrote “What we have
all learnt from Shahzada has been immeasurable and we have had a lot of fun. This year Walker finished
on the Friday stronger than any other Shahzada and for him and I to achieve my 10th buckle and the Best
Managed Sward was a dream come true”.
In 2016 Debbie Pevy riding Galaxy Mi were awarded Best Conditioned/Best Managed and says “When we
were called up for Best Conditioned/ Best Managed I was honoured, throughout the ride I was focusing on
“to finish is to win”. “Make your goal for 2021
Sue Todd and Shakista Best Managed in 2010
to attempt Shahzada or the Mini Marathon, I
promise it will be the ride of your life”.
In 2017 Robert Catlin and Avita received the
award – “an honour beyond measure,
especially looking at some of the great horse
and rider combinations from the years
before”.
In 2018, Brad Jones received the award and
said in an interview with Jo Arblaster which
appeared in the Hills and Hawkesbury
Equestrian News “I couldn’t believe it – I was
nearly in tears. If I never win another thing,
I’ll take (the memory of) that trophy to the
grave with me!”
In 2019, Stuart Lymbery won the Best
Conditioned/Best Managed Award for the
second time, this time riding Garonne Park
Elmo. His story appears on page 24 of this
edition of the Newsletter.
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Shahzada 2019 by Stuart Lymbery
Each year Shahzada is such a major event for us that we prepare for it
from the beginning of the year. 2019 was a big competition year for us
and the biggest challenge was the drought. Training and competing on
hard concussive ground for the whole year required management to
reduce accumulative damage.
Garonne Park Elmo is an unregistered 9 yr old Arabian stockhorse,
15.3hh. I started him under saddle at around 3 yrs and he has done a
lot of slow riding in the bush. He was slow to mature and did not start
competing till he was 6 yrs when he was mentally and physically ready
and he is certainly a powerful horse in the hills and confident in the
roughest country. He completed Shahzada in 2018, a strong steady
completion ridden by Braden Cameron (NZ).
This year his preparation included doing the St Albans NSW State Championships in June with Anne riding
him. He was sound and fit following the ride and had some time off when we went to QLD Quilty.
Meanwhile my own fitness was a bit complex. I had trained very hard on my fitness with lots of running to
compete in the NZ 240km marathon the Makahiwi Challenge in March 2019. However in June I broke 2 toes
and although I could ride, thanks to finding special shaped stirrups, I could not run, even the trot out in vetting
was a challenge. I did the QLD Quilty and so was ride fit. So for Elmo and I lots of slow walking up hills was
our main preparation so that we both were leg strong but avoiding concussion.
Monday, we started the ride well Elmo was very keen and on the steel. Think he thought he was doing the
State ride again as it was run over some of the Shahzada tracks.
Tuesday, Elmo was settling on course starting to get into Marathon mode. However, he had not totally settled
when returning to camp and rather hyped up for vetting. This was the first time he had been in camp at a ride
with no other horses, in all his career to date there was always a mate in camp. Luckily he loves food and ate
and drank well and always enjoys his strapper walks and eating green grass.
Wednesday, the hardest and longest day of Shahzada. Elmo was travelling well he was settled, using his
body well and I was tailing him up all the hills. He was really settled into marathon mode and relaxed in
vetting. Big thanks to Chris Geddes for shoeing him Wednesday afternoon, his shoes were completely worn
out.
The Shahzada committee had done an outstanding job to get water on course, the whole ride all water drums
were full of water. That was a huge task as with the drought it was so dry, no surface water in the bush even
Joes Crossing was dry. Much of the water was carried into 4WD country they did a great job. The weather
on Wednesday had been increasing in humidity and you could feel there was a change coming.
Thursday, it had rained most of the night. I don’t think I have ever been so happy to saddle up in the rain.
Amazing what a difference 24hrs made, dry waterholes had water in them, creeks were starting to flow. Elmo
is like Garonne Park Walker they love the wet, the feel of rain of their bodies and in muddy slippery
conditions they are surefooted and sensible. Elmo was happy and keen and riding great and I was so
relieved to see softness in the ground.
Usually by Thursday I need to watch my weight which can start to drop, no problem this year with the
waterlogged gear. This year I rode mainly on my own but did get to ride with Alan Mackinder quite a bit.
Great to see him do Shahzada again and to talk about past Shahzadas and the developments in endurance
over the years.
Friday, the day you hope you have got it right. I was lucky to have an organized camp with Anne strapping
and Kylie Berg running the camp.
Elmo was cared for by Anne from the moment he was unsaddled till the time he rode back onto course. In
Shahzada, the strapping needs to be so thorough and Elmo is happy to have massage, ice boots, treatments
of any skin rubs or knocks and he loves his strapper walks and green picks. He has a selection of different
feeds to keep him keen on eating.
I also had great food and felt thoroughly spoilt with Kylie Berg’s amazing cooking. We had a happy camp and
could enjoy the company of other riders and crew around the campfire, one of things that makes Shahzada
so special.
Elmo rode beautiful on the wet Friday and thanks to Shahzada committee for ensuring we had a safe course
for our horses. His final heartrate was 39 and his trot out was really strong.
Elmo was called up to work out for best managed. We should all be proud how well the lineup of horses
presented and rode. It was a true honour to be awarded the best managed. Elmo is such a tough honest
horse and I am so happy with him.
As I write this, I reflect on the tough year everyone has had with drought, bushfires, floods and now Covid 19.
Stay safe and hope to see you all at the Shahzada 40th anniversary ride in 2021.
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Our Second Endurance Ride – Tooraweenah 2016
By Karen Hocking.
We arrived at Tooraweenah about 9:15am on Saturday, pretty well on time for
what I had planned. I found the gate we had to go in (we were camping in the
paddock across from the showground, a bit more space for us) but then got
lost getting to the camp spot! I followed the road but needed to go down the
fence line - luckily Deanna was already there and waved us in the right
Dragon Hill Standardbreds
direction! We finally pulled up - I got Haydon off the float and he wasn't
sweated up! First time in a few years! So while I walked him around, the boys started putting up the posts
and tape. We kept a good walk way between our yard and Deanna's horses so they wouldn't be playing
over the fence. The boys did a great job setting the yard up - it was a lot bigger than the one at Woodstock
and Haydon was a happy camper. Gave him water and hay and let him settle in. The boys then set about
setting up camp while I headed off to the TPR course - I was only 15 minutes late and everyone got to see
how Haydon reacts to bot flies and March flies. He was hooning around the yard at one stage - he had his
ears pinned flat sideways, screwed his face up and tried to stomp on the bitey little buggers.
The TPR school was really informative and we got great information from the vet. Passed the written test
and then nominated for the 20km ride as I walked by the office on my way back to camp to get my
stethoscope and thermometer for the practical test. I was starting to panic about time as vet checking for
the 20km ride was at 1pm. By 12:40pm I had to excuse myself from the course as I was running out of time
- I made arrangements to do the practical test at the next ride in Mudgee. I went back to camp to get
Haydon and met up with Deanna and her horse Snoozze to head to the vet ring. I had just enough time to
tape my ankle - I tried to eat but only managed two hot chips - my stomach was in knots and I was shaking
again (it really annoys me that I can't control it - I'm just learning to accept it). By this time it was probably a
bit after 1pm and the vet ring was full. As we waited in line a fellow rider and his Palamino horse came near
us to have a chat - Haydon took an instant dislike to the poor horse - I have never seen him do that before,
he nearly kicked it! It's the only time he has ever done that and it really took me by surprise......actually
come to think of it, every time a horse came near Snoozze, Haydon would give it the evil eye and put his
ears back. I think he had claimed Snoozze as his best buddy!
Eventually it was our turn - heart Rate 33, respiration 8 and temperature 36.9 - I was thrilled! Then the vet
check - all ones and As. I wasn't sure how my ankle would hold up running him out so my friend Margo
volunteered. I am very grateful to her - comment from the vet - Good Trot! I didn't think to tell Margo to hold
the lead loose and she held it under his chin which he didn't like - he did a little rear on her at the second
witch’s hat (if you are reading this Margo - I'm sorry for not telling you that important bit of information - I just
didn't think of it!). And we had the all clear to start.
The TPR bays worked brilliantly (thanks to JRK Endurance) - Haydon was much more settled than just
being out in the open as it was probably a bit more familiar for him. Snoozze was through and ready to start
as well. We headed back to camp to saddle up noting the other riders had already left - it was 2pm
already!!! (20km ride started at 2pm). The boys had gone to get something to eat so I was on my own and
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Haydon was getting a bit wound up. He would not
stand still to get the saddle on - my saddle is not
light and I'd already had about four goes getting it
on the right place. I was really starting to get
frustrated - I decided to risk it and tie him up to the
float (I always worry about this as there is so
much he can hurt himself on) but it did the trick.
He seemed to know he had to stand still then. I
just got the saddle on and the boys turned up to
help with the last bit. I managed to get the rest of
his gear on and then it was time to get on - he
stood still for me while I got on and then we
realised the reins were crossed over! Luckily they
clip on so I got Dylan to fix them for me. Deanna
was so patient waiting for me to get organised!
We rode out the gate near our camp and up the
road instead of going through the showground.
We were just chatting away when Haydon did a
big shy - John had walked out of the men's loo!
Then he shied at some tractor tyres - luckily
because he is so big his shies tend to be smooth
and he takes you with him.
There were a couple of other stragglers with us
and no-one to call our numbers to so we headed
off down the dirt road towards the mountain
range.

Presenting to vet at Tooraweenah

It was warm and humid but the sun was shining - the horses were keen and I was really looking forward to
the ride. My nerves had settled and it was great being able to ride with an experienced endurance rider. The
ground was really hard under foot and I was a little worried how Haydon would hold up - he had only been
out of shoes for about five months and I hadn't been able to find boots big enough for him. After a short ride
down a dirt road we headed in the first gate - Haydon picked the rockiest part to walk along but I think it was
because it was also sandy and had a bit more give. We continued on for a while and came across some
round bales of hay and machinery - Snoozze had a good look but both horses were quite calm and walking
out pretty well. Then it was down past some sheds - thankfully no dogs this time although we could hear
one barking in the distance. As we rounded the corner - there they were! Haydon's head shot up, he started
snorting and would not take another step forward and neither would Snoozze! Two Shetland ponies at the
fence. Anyone would have thought they were fire breathing dragons! It took a lot of coaxing to get the
horses past the Shetlands - in the end Snoozze went on and once Haydon got past all he wanted to do was
go back to them! We started winding up the hill a bit and came to another gate with a water trough. We let
the horses have a drink before we continued on.
I should probably mention at this point Haydon had never done hills (it's flat at home) - and we were riding
in the Warrumbungles. We started picking our way up the side of the hill through some very spiky bushes Snoozze was doing a great job leading - then back onto another track. It was very, very rocky under foot Deanna said she thought the track had been freshly done and the rocks hadn't had time to settle again. We
continued to wind our way up the side of the hill. Haydon was puffing a bit by the top of the first crest where
the views were amazing. We stopped to take a few photos - I had to take a glove off to use the camera on
the phone - and of course, I dropped it!! Thank goodness Deanna was there - she got off her horse and
picked it up for me. If I had to get off Haydon I probably wouldn't have been able to get back on. We
continued on, down a bit, and then up a fair way again - trotting wherever the track wasn't too rocky.
Deanna would call out when to duck for a branch but I was laying across Haydon's neck and still getting hit
with branches. One of the downsides of being on a 16.1hh tank!
We continued on our amazing ride, stopping at troughs for the horses to drink, winding along the
countryside and getting to enjoy the amazing scenery. We chatted all the way and Deanna explained so
many things and gave me some great tips. I wasn't going to admit the trotting was killing me - I'm not very fit
and my ankle was throbbing - so worth it though. And by the end of the ride, the trotting was getting easier.
We were following the yellow arrows and they weren't the easiest to see - I was so grateful having Deanna
with me or I probably would have got lost! We headed down one part of the track which took us alongside a
fence where they were burning off on the other side. We were riding alongside ground that was still
smouldering and smoking - the horses got pretty worried about it but with some coaxing we made it along
that section. I think having the two of them together helped. We made it to the checkpoint and gave our
numbers - the lovely girls gave us some water and lollies. I'd already drunk my water bottle and they filled it
up for me again which was very much appreciated! Not thinking, I took Haydon over to the water bucket for
a drink. As he stuck his head down towards the bucket and started to nose it I thought "Oh No!" I said to him
"Don't you tip that over" and no sooner had the words left my mouth - he tipped the bucket over spilling
most of the contents - then picked it up with his teeth and threw it! I was mortified - all I could do was
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apologise. Luckily the guy there thought it was pretty funny - I'm sure the riders behind us didn't though! He
asked me if my horse was lame as he thought Haydon was favouring his front foot - I thanked him and said
I would keep an eye on it. As we got further down the track I asked Deanna if she thought he was limping
but she said no, he looked okay so we continued on. He was walking a bit gingerly in spots but I think it was
him being careful as opposed to lame. I nick-named him Twinkle Toes - all we needed were some tulips to
tip toe through!
The track wound around and as we came to a gateway with an arrow pointing away from base another
couple of riders came up behind us and said that's the wrong way. But as Deanna said, that is the way the
arrow is pointing. The other riders headed towards base and we followed the arrow - then found some more
arrows. There were a group of riders coming towards us so Deanna sung out and asked if this was the right
way - they said yes, there is a loop to do in this paddock. Deanna said she had been caught before missing
a loop so is very wary now. We continued on enjoying the scenery and got to the windmill which was the
furthest point away - let the horses have a drink and continued on. We followed the track back to the gate
we came through and headed in the direction of base.
We alternated between walking and trotting depending on the terrain. We came to a gate at the top of the
hill ready to make a steep decent - Deanna got off to open the gate (which she had done the whole ride - so
grateful!) Deanna decided to walk Snoozze down the hill - she said it was steep but not Shazada steep. It
was like nothing Haydon or I had ever done! It was shale and rock - I leaned back in the saddle and gave
Haydon his head so he could balance himself - it felt like he was sitting down on his haunches and we slid a
few times. That horse never ceases to amaze me - he tries his heart out and thrives out on the trail. We
came across some cattle and the horses weren't bothered at all. We also came across the riders who went
the wrong way and ended up going back to do the loop. Deanna gave me some great tips on dealing with
the different and harder terrain and that sometimes it was better to leave the track and walk along the
paddock which we did where we could as it wasn't as hard on the horses’ hooves and legs.
Haydon seemed to sense we were getting closer to base and his ears pricked up, his head went up and as
the horses in front cantered off he went into a super trot. He was taking small strides as the ground was
hard and rocky but he was motoring along - I had to stand in the stirrups and lean forward a bit jockey style
to avoid banging around on his back. It was easy to bring him back though - a lot of that I think had to do
with having his buddy Snoozze with him. We made it back to base and Deanna got off to grab our time slips
- then I had to suck it up and get off. I was not looking forward to that as my right knee and ankle had
completely locked up. I took a deep breath, took both feet out of the stirrups and slid down - I bent at the
knees to absorb some of the impact (it's a long way down) and stayed in that position. Deanna asked if I
was okay and I said "Yep, just give me a second". I slowly straightened up and by this time Deanna had
unclipped the rings and taken the reins over Haydon's head for me. I told her to go ahead and I hobbled
back to camp - slowly getting the feeling back.
While we were away the boys had set up camp - they did a fantastic job!
I got back to camp and the boys had the water ready for me as I’d asked. I decided to put Haydon in his
yard to strap as that way if he got away from me he couldn't get too far. I got his gear off as quick as I could
and Dougie took my saddle and gear for me. I got Dylan to bring the water, sponge and scraper over and
started sponging Haydon down while he ate some hay. By this time, Deanna had finished strapping her
horse so she told me to go to her camp and she showed me how to strap properly. Using an empty ice
cream container to pour water - then Roy came across and scraped for me while I was holding Haydon.
Deanna got her heart monitor out - Haydon had gone from 88bpm to 48bpm. We still had about 15 minutes
until we had to be at the vet ring so I put Haydon in his yard to relax and eat. With about 10 minutes to go,
we got the horses and started walking over. Luckily it wasn't as busy this time! Heart rate - 42 bpm!! I was
ecstatic! It was the hardest ride Haydon and I had done and we had next to no preparation again. I think he
is a natural. All ones and As from the vet again! I even managed to trot him out (just a straight up and back
thankfully). Haydon and Snoozze stayed close together the whole time - talk about a bromance!
All in all it was a brilliant weekend - I pushed myself a bit more and got to ride in country I normally wouldn't
get the opportunity to see. I got to catch up with friends and spend some time with the boys. A huge thank
you to Dylan and Dougie for their help, to Margo for running Haydon out at pre ride vetting and especially to
my riding buddy Deanna and Snoozze and it goes without saying, Haydon - a truly amazing horse that tests
me but helps me to learn and grow as well. I learned heaps again and looked forward to the next ride at
Mudgee.
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Summary Report NSWERA SMC meeting held via Tele Conference 3 April 2020.
ATTENDANCE
Present: Belinda Hopley, John Howe, Tony
Warren, Peter Bice, Kerry Fowler-Smith, , Faith
Robinson, Matthew Walker, Noni Seagrim, Kim
Stephens, Kylie Jonkers [7:27], April Newman,
Ruth Sumpner, Alam Dastani
Apologies: Jacque Wright, Jo Davis. In
attendance: Helen Rich (Minutes), Jacky Barlow
Conflicts of Interest: None declared at this time.
Acceptance of minutes of meeting.
Kerry apologised for the confusion with the minutes
up for approval.
MOVED
THAT
Carried
MOVED
THAT
Carried

Tony Warren, John Howe
the minutes from the Meeting of 5
March 2020 be accepted.
Unanimous
John Howe, Ruth Sumpner
the minutes from the Meeting of 23
March 2020 be accepted.
Unanimous

Business arising from last meeting (action log
review)
Action Log was gone through in detail.
Secretariat Report & Ride Calendar (Jacky
Barlow, Jo Davis)
PART 1: MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS
Membership for 2020: Adult 223, Junior 29,
Intermediate 13, Associate 5 and Honorary 11.
Total 281. Membership for 2019: Adult 352, Junior
49, Intermediate 23 Associate 13, Honorary 8.
Total 446
Memberships were the same as 2019 up to 18
March but then memberships stopped due to
COVID19.
Newsletters 102 for 2020 and 145 for 2019.
MOVED
THAT
Carried

John Howe, Tony Warren
the new members are accepted and
their names will be published in the
Newsletter.
Unanimous

Jax has applied for the Job Keeper program and
will continue her work for NSWERA. Currently
been updating forms etc. and if anyone wants help,
let her know. There have been a couple of days
helping Kerry with information requests from the
government re COVID assistance for sport.
Answering phones and emails is also really
important, we need to maintain our public contact
point.
Rides for approval:
Tom Quilty /Tooraweenah: 9-10 July 2021, 160km
(has been finally approved by AERA )
State Championship 2020 update
Noni gave an update, decision made to postpone
for now, investigating options for later this year,
November possibly. Will apply for a date in due
course. Contacted sponsors and put everything
on hold. No rugs have been made. If restrictions
allow they will do track clearing etc.
AERA meeting 21/22 March 2020
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The new AERA Constitution was voted on and
adopted, finally. The Tooraweenah Quilty
presentation was well received thanks to Jo and
Sonia. Minor questions left, eg mobile phone
coverage, Kerry will talk with Sonia about those
questions. Belinda asked if the revised Biosecurity
Plan had been passed. It has, with the adjoining
zones removed, and will go onto the AERA website
in due course.
Another teleconference tomorrow, to continue
working through the March meeting agenda, Noni
has Kerry’s proxy. Peter and Noni to report back
on what happens. AERA Agenda has been sent
previously to the SMC, please get comments back
to Noni or Peter.
The major issue for the meeting is the next two
Tom Quilty rides. The WA Quilty Committee/
WAERA have written to AERA, concerned about
COVID restrictions. WA seem likely to postpone/
cancel with the preferred option to move the
rotation back, NSW would then be in 2022. If it is
cancelled and not rescheduled, WA riders would
miss their chance to take part in a Quilty. AERA
was advised by Tony, Noni and Kerry that we need
to discuss the issue with the SMC and NSW 2021
Quilty Committee before any decisions can be
made. Requested AERA to set up a meeting with
both Quilty Committees and SMCs to discuss
options, with an options paper provided in advance.
Issues identified include arrangements made by
our Quilty Committee and whether they can run in
2022, effect on NSW ERA members, financial
impact on NSWERA and AERA. Not a simple
question. The AERA decision could be deferred for
a few weeks so we have some idea of the
COVID19 situation.
Discussion: Is it possible to have two Quilty events
in the same year. Riders on both sides of the
country could take part as a lot of riders do not
necessarily travel to the other side of the country.
One could run in say October this year or run the
WA Quilty early next year and run NSW Quilty later
next year. Matthew does not see any problem with
horses doing more than one hundred mile ride in a
year. Horses would have currently been set to do
the Quilty in September and moving back an entire
12 months will throw a lot of horses training out of
whack. Next September is 18 months away which
is harder to prepare for than 12 months out.
Members who travel to WA would probably attend
a NSW Quilty in the same year. Likely that the
average person in NSW won’t go to WA, they will
wait until the ride returns to NSW. If we run two
Tom Quilty rides in a year, maybe make the rides
less complicated and less expensive than usual.
This could give riders the possibility of taking part
in two Quilty rides in a year.
We will have probably have a better idea of what’s
happening with COVID19 in about six weeks time.
It seems WA wants a decision very soon and
AERA seems to be asking us to make a decision
quicker than we really need to. 31 May was the
date that WA wanted in relation to agreement by

NSW to postpone but it seems to have become
more urgent. Kerry said WAERA representatives
are not happy with the idea of two Quilty rides in a
year, their president has stated the only
acceptable option is to run in WA in 2021. We
should not rush into anything and accept the WA
preferred option, without discussion of the options
with all parties.
Noted that in 2007 the WA Quilty couldn’t have
interstate horses because of EI and that ride
proceeded. It seems that much of the event is
organised and the on the ground stuff that needs
to be put in place. Kerry asked Peter to report on
his discussion with the Quilty committee.
We have no official correspondence concerning
the WA request. We need a written request
including what AERA is asking of us and our Quilty
Committee, and possible options. Tony suggests
we leave the issue until we have this information.
We (the SMC) have discussed the WA request to
move the NSW Quilty to 2022 but we would like
AERA and TQ20 to consider other options.
Resolved Noni and Peter ask the AERA to put the
request from WA in writing with suggestions and
options.
Resolved Tony, as NSW President will ring Peter
and Sonia Bonham and bring them up to date on
the WA request.
2019 NSW Office of Sport Grant project –
Advertising campaign, rule books
Ongoing, Kerry, Faith and Belinda to speak to Bec
and progress the plan.
Play by the Rules: Please use your spare time
and do an online course.
2020 AGM (20 February 2021 for future
consideration): Ongoing. Jo has booked the
venue.
2021 Quilty: Presentation for March AERA
Meeting outcomes, WA Quilty received, Tom’s life
membership successful: Discussed previously.
NSW presentation was very well received. Kerry to
send an email to Sonia setting out any additional
information that the AERA requires.
Tony Warren: President
Hi everyone, Let me welcome everyone to the new
era of SMC meetings, GoTo Meetings is the
platform which AERA have chosen to use and for
now I believe they are going to allow us to use for
the time being. We will be using this platform for
the foreseeable future as face to face meetings are
totally out of the question.
Important things to remember.
Please remember your confidentiality agreement.
Please think about who in your household may be
within earshot, if there is someone present please
advise us at the beginning of the meeting or at
which time they may have entered the room.
If another person (not preferable but sometimes
unavoidable) are present, please place them
under your confidentiality agreement and state

how important it is not to repeat anything they
hear.
Now to our current issue the dreaded COVID-19
Our decision to cancel rides was helped by the
AERA statement, thank you AERA for your
assistance in making this hard decision. Let’s all
hope all our endurance members, family and
associates stay safe in such a drastic time.
We don’t know when our ride season may restart if
at all for this year. So for some people keeping
horses in some sort of training may be a priority
but for others it may not be, please respect each
individual’s wishes as to how they want to
proceed. We all have differing views.
On a committee level this will be a very testing
time as we manoeuvre through this new way of
conducting meetings. We will all need to refrain
from speaking over each other or butting into
conversations please allow each person to finish
talking. I will do my best as Chair to control the
meetings. Please state you name each time you
talk so Helen as minute taker will be able to keep
track of what is going on.
We should endeavour to keep these meetings as
quick and essential as possible. If needed we may
need to do some things in out of meeting sessions,
such as we are already doing with the
Government Grant and the advertising ideas.
Testing times.
Noni Seagrim: VP, AERA, website, Facebook,
Child Protection
Not much to report. FB proceeding, will try and
keep social media presence at this time. Anyone
who has ideas, please get these to Noni. Noni
has had contact from a person in the UK, who has
set up a FB page for youth riders around the world.
Meet and greet etc.
Kim Stephens: Treasurer
Nothing to report on the Snowy Zone Side of
things.
Treasurer’s Report - I have asked John to continue
reporting as Treasurer. I am endeavouring to start
a new bank account with Bendigo Bank as they
will enable online banking with no fees
See John’s report below.
Kerry Fowler-Smith: Secretary, Public Officer,
AERA, IDP, Grants
Email from Sean Griffin. Kerry sent this to the SMC
before the meeting, now tabled and read. New
SMC members brought up to date on this matter.
Sean is complaining about the minutes as reported
in the newsletter, and the inaccuracy relating to his
submission at the SMC meeting he attended.
Sean believes the discussion should not have
been ‘in camera’. Belinda said Sean told her that
he had sought legal advice. Noted that Jo
Arblaster was at the previous meeting for Sean’s
presentation. Sean was asked if he wanted Jo to
leave, he responded no. Jo’s presence does not
affect the in camera process on this basis. Sean is
complaining about the meeting summary report in
the newsletter. Kerry declared a conflict of interest
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“He has great conformation!”
How often have you read this in a ‘For Sale’ advertisement? Do you ever ask yourself, “says who?”. Is it
the seller’s opinion, or the opinion of their best friend, or the opinion of the person who sold them the horse?
On what basis, or experience, have they based this opinion? Is there a bit of wishful thinking?
I wonder what is great about the conformation – is it overall type, or a particular aspect such as the legs or
shoulder? Is the conformation great for a particular discipline, for speed, or power, or efficiency, or is it
pretty enough for the showring?
No horse is perfect and ideal conformation will vary depending on the intended purpose. What you really
need to know is:
x

What are the strengths and faults?

x

Will the faults be a problem for your purpose?

x

Are the strengths sufficient to overcome the faults for your purpose?

x
What are you willing to compromise on?
The same questions apply when looking at a suitable breeding partner for your horse. ‘Great conformation’
might mean the stallion has excellent topline, neck and shoulder but is only OK in the legs department. If
you are looking for a partner for your mare who is also only OK in the legs, then this is not necessarily the
best match. A different stallion, who also has ‘great conformation’, but based on excellent legs, might be a
better option.
And what’s the deal with ‘throwbacks’? How frustrating to pick a lovely horse to breed with and match to a
complementary lovely horse, only to produce a foal with a weird short neck which you later find was a
conformation trait through the bloodline which skipped a generation. Long-time breeders nod sagely at you
and say, “Ah yes, Fluffy Belly used to be known for passing on his weird short neck”. And you ask yourself,
why did people keep breeding with Fluffy Belly when there were so many better stallions around?
Well there is a solution to these dilemmas.
European breed societies have a system of independent inspection and licensing of breeding horses. For
example, you cannot register a purebred Trakehner, Holsteiner, Oldenberg, Hannoverian, Lippizaner or
Shagya-Araber and so on unless both parents are licensed for breeding. This means that the parents
have both met publicly available minimum criteria tests.
Licensing enables consistent breeding of type and quality over centuries, regardless of the much shorter
timeframe, or limited experience, of contributing individual breeders. Fluffy Belly would not have been
licensed under this system. His weird short neck would therefore not be in the gene pool to skip to future
generations.
Australian breed societies did not historically adopt the European system when horses were first being
imported and bred. Unlike Europe, our government does not have controls on horse breeding and
registration which require this.
However, there is increasing appreciation of the European system amongst Australian sport horse breeders
and this has resulted in development of the Australian All Breeds Tour.
A National Tour for licensing was initiated by Trakehner Australia in 2007 as the first step in a process of
bringing the breeding of Australian Trakehner horses back under the umbrella of the German Trakehner
Verband. Many purebred Trakehners in Australia were being bred out of the International registry through
use of unlicensed mares and stallions.
Similarly, many other Australian-bred sport horses are simply being registered as ‘warmblood’, which is not
a specific breed (it is a generic group of breeds) and so their breed registration is not recognised
internationally.
The National Tour concept has spread to a number of other breed organisations and has now becomeThe
Australian All Breeds Tour (AABT). The AABT is open as a classification and information service to all
breeds, all horses, regardless of whether horses are registered or not. You do not need to be part of a
breed organisation to participate in the AABT.
The AABT provides opportunity for Trakehner, Thoroughbred and Arabian horses with approved pedigrees
to be licensed for breeding approval by the Trakehner Verband. Several Australian breed organisations are
now also using the tour as a licensing and registration platform, including the Independent Pinto Horse
Society, Australian Sports Pony Registry, Shagya-Araber Registry of Australia (SARA), and the Holsteiner
Horse Association of Australia.
Most sport horse breeds have additional ‘interior’ and performance test requirements for full licensing,
particularly for stallions. Interior refers to a horse’s innate nature, such as whether the horse is too easily
startled, or unwilling to respond to the handler in difficult situations. Performance testing demonstrates that
the horse is sound, suited for the discipline and, importantly – that it is rideable!
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Frank Weiβkirchen has been the appointed Assessor for the last three AABTs and is keen to continue in
this role. Frank is dedicated to the improvement of sport horse breeding in Australia, and is more than
happy to chat and share his wealth of knowledge and experience with tour participants.
Frank is an International Breed Judge (Zuchtricher FN) from Germany. Licensed breed judges with the FN
undergo an intensive and rigorous training program over 4 years, judging an extensive number and variety
of breeds and types of horses and ponies. He is on the German Trakehener Association (Trakehner
Verband) Board of Stallion Owners, and has more than 20 years’ experience in warmblood breeding
(especially Trakehners with significant thoroughbred influence) and in international horse marketing. Frank
Weiβkirchen is a successful and internationally recognised breeder and agent for high class sport horses for
eventing, dressage and show jumping.
On the AABT, each horse is assessed on a consistent scoring system set out below. The score sheet is
signed by the Assessor and provided to the owner for their use. Owners may choose to keep the
information private, or they can disclose the full assessment to prospective purchasers or breeders. How
better to demonstrate honesty and transparency about a horse you are marketing than to disclose
independent test results for conformation, interior and performance? When you tell someone your horse
“has great conformation”, you can back this up with standardised comparable National scores, the tour
ranking as premium or elite, and the name and qualifications of the independent Assessor.
Horses are assessed for conformation and movement against the specific standard for their breed.
Additional ridden and jumping assessments, including free-jumping are also available.
Total

Movement

Head

10

Walk

Neck

10

Trot

10

Saddle position/
shoulder
Frame – topline

10

Canter

10

10

Correctness in gaits

Forehand – foreleg

10

Swing and elasticity

X2

20

Hindquater – hindleg

10

Overall appearance

X3

30

Conformation

Overall type

Score out of 10

X4

Walk

Score out of 10
X2

Total
10

X2

20

100%

40
100%

Ridden

Score out of
10

Jumping

Score out of
10

Total

Total

Attitude

10

20

Snap up in front

10

Trot

X2

20

Shoulder (use of)

10

Canter

X2

20

Bascule

10

Rideability &
temperament
Overall appearance

X2

20

Hind legs (use of)

10

X2

20
100%

Scope
Style (overall
appearance)

10
X4

40
100%

Currently around 350 horses around Australia are assessed each year and a tour open award system is in
place with prizes to top scoring horses. Individual participating breed societies run additional award
systems within their breed.
The tour is an opportunity for participants to learn more about sport horse conformation and how different
physical traits will affect performance in different fields. Breeders can obtain specific advice in relation to
their particular breeding program, including discussion of the merits of individual horses and proposed
matings and input into significant decisions such as whether to keep a particular colt entire.
The next AABT is scheduled for March 2021.
Bec Hogan
bechogan@newmoonstud.com.au
New-Moon Stud
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Ride Calendar 2020
July
4/5

11/12

Mogendoura

Mountain Lagoon

**CANCELLED**

5

**POSTPONED**

1

11/12

The Rock
Saturday 20/40 Sunday 20/40/80

25/26

Kiwarrak Endurance Ride

Kim Stephens 0488 473 701
kims5061@hotmail.com

**CANCELLED**

4

6

August
1/2

Roseberg Forest Ride
Saturday 5/10/20/40 Sunday 20/40/80

Jo Davis 0433 576 354
lerc.nswera@gmail.com

4

24/25

Mountain Lagoon
Saturday 5/20/40 Sunday 5/20/40/80

Garry Weis 0409 840 453
garryweis@yahoo.com.au

1

24-28

Shahzada
120/400

**CANCELLED**

1

September
12/13

Woodstock
Saturday 20 Sunday 20/40/80

Jo Davis 0433 576 354
lerc.nswera@gmail.com

4

26/27

Sussex Inlet
Sunday 40/80/100

Talea Hasko-Stewart 0415 990 541
tiza590@gmail.com

5

October
3/4

Glen Innes Endurance
Saturday 20/40 Sunday 40/80

Jennifer Johansen 0466 575 824
gleninnesenduranceinc@gmail.com

6

10/11

National Capital “Brookvale”
Sunday 13/22/40-52/80

Cathy Banwell 0499 882 662
cathy.banwell@anu.edu.au

4

Matar Stables Bullio Cup
Sunday 5/10/20/40/80AERA/120AERA/120**

Annette Bailey 0429 326 245
acabailey@bigpond.com

2

31
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November
27-29

NSWERA State Champs @ Bondo Forest
Saturday 90/160

Kim Stephens 0488 473 701
kims5061@hotmail.com

4

Current weekends available for ride bookings.
AUG

SEPT

OCT

5/6

NOV
7/8

8/9

14/15

15/16

19/20

17/18

21/22

24/25

28/29

February
20/21

NSWERA AGM and Dinner Dance

Panthers Bathurst

March
6/7

27/28

Modendoura
Saturday 5/20 Sunday 40/80

Duncan McLaughlin 0417 489 275
duncanmclaughlin@yahoo.com.au

5

Mountain Lagoon
Saturday 5/20/40 Sunday 5/20/40/80

Garry Weis 0409 840 453
sydneyregionenduranceriding@gmail.co
m

1

April
3/4

Tumbarumba
Saturday 5/20 Sunday 20/40/80

Erin Gadsby 0427 030 371
tumbaendurance@yahoo.com

4

10/11

Tooraweenah
Saturday 7/20 Sunday 20/40/80

Sonia Bonham 0428 550 909
gavinandsonia@bigpond.com

2

17/18

Watagan Mountains
Saturday 10/20/40 Sunday 10/20/40

Cody Holloway 0449 953 859

1

24/25

Bumbaldry
Saturday 5/10/20/40 Sunday 20/40/80

Jo Davis 0433 576 354
lerc.nswera@gmail.com

4

Bec Hogan 0412 600 173
bechogan@newmoonstud.com.au

5

wataganmountainsendurance@gmail.com

May
22/23

Wingello Forest Ride
Saturday 5/10/20 Sunday 20/40/80

Zone 1—N/W Sydney & Environs; Zone 2—Central West; Zone 3—Riverina; Zone 4—
Snowy; Zone 5—South Coast; Zone 6—Mid North Coast
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please contact the Ride Calendar Portfolio holder
BEFORE sending in a Ride Booking Form.
This is to ensure your preferred date is available.
WE CANNOT HOLD DATES without receiving a Ride Booking Form.

as it’s the minutes that she edited that are being
complained about.
Noted that the minutes are checked before they
are published in order to protect privacy and
confidentiality. The details discussed by Sean
at the SMC meeting related to the IDP and
therefore should not be published.
Resolved: The SMC to respond as agreed. Jax
left the meeting at this time. [9:54]
Peter Bice: AERA, Ride Standards/Feedback,
Governance: Nothing more to report.
Jo Davis: Ride calendar, website, stationery
Please accept my apologies for tomorrow night’s
meeting.
RIDE CALENDAR
Rides to date that have been cancelled for 2020
since our last meeting (not because of that
meeting);
State Champs (postponed atm I believe) are
Watagan Mountains, Mogendoura and Kiwarrak.
Q60 are looking at swapping to Mountain Lagoon
date – just awaiting an amended ride booking
form for this. So at this stage, if restrictions get
lifted (not holding my breath) this would be the first
ride for 2020.
I am getting requests from cancelled rides for
dates in March 2021. As we know March is
usually a busy month, with a couple of traditional
rides. We might (and I can’t believe I am saying
this) have to review the one ride one weekend
policy for 2021 – but have the caveat that they
must be like different ends of the State e.g. Glen
Innes and South Coast for example and both
ROCs would need to approve of two rides being
on the same weekend. Just a though anyway that
we can discuss at future meetings once 2021 ride
bookings start coming in.
WEBSITE
Calendar being updated as cancellations come
in. I also put the COVID 19 statement on the
home page. Newsletter has been received; I will
upload that today or tomorrow. Other updates
done when they are received.
OTHER STUFF
I have emailed Bathurst Panthers to book 2021
dates.
Email sent to Steve Williams re updating email
forwards. Did we decide that I was to ask him to
set up an info@nswera....email address??
I am still awaiting meeting summaries from Kerry
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to be uploaded to the website, last available on
the website are June 2019. That’s it from
me. Stay safe everyone.
Matthew Walker: Horse Welfare, Early Warning
System, Vet Liaison, Biosecurity: No report.
Belinda Hopley: Chief Stewards and TPRs,
Grants, Zone 5 Delegate
Tumut – 8.3.20, 40 & 80Km.
All credit to the committee for conducting this ride
at short notice after the cancellation of
Bumbaldry. The ride was challenging being at the
start of the season and the very nature of the ride
being in the Snowy Mountains. The first leg of
40km varied with bitumen verges, paddocks and
forest trails. The 2nd leg was virtually all paddocks
and forest trails. There were no complaints (to the
CS) regarding the terrain or surfaces. The
weather varied from cool with a gentle breeze in
the morning, then heating up around midday and
becoming humid in the late afternoon as
thunderstorms brewed.
The high humidity in the afternoon along with
some horses throwing shoes on the 2nd leg
resulted in the ROC requesting an extension of
time which the CS was happy to do as we wanted
the slower riders to look after their horses. There
were no problems encountered on the weekend –
everything ran smoothly – no whiners. The CS
spoke to the ROC regarding trying to identify a
better (or manicure the existing) trot up area for
the State Championships for later in the year.
There was NO form issued at this ride.
CS/TPR:
I have sent an email to the CS’s to return their old
scanners to Tony/Kerry at Mudgee but have had
no response. Have sent the CS update letter.
Jacque Wright: Promotions: No report
Alam Dastani – International:. One case of
African horse sickness in Malaysia. One
endurance farm lost 16 Australian horses in a day.
It is a big problem, they don’t know how it got into
the country, maybe from one of the new animals
in the Zoo. They are shut down at the moment.
Now we have Corona virus.
Faith Robinson: Zone 1 Delegate
From our zone to all other zones, we hope you are
coping with the restrictions. At least we have our
horses and most of us have the great outdoors to
help keep our sanity. Certainly people are still out
on track riding their horses albeit in decreasingly
smaller groups – and now limiting ourselves to
pairs.

As you’re aware, the Mountain Lagoon Ride was
postponed only two weeks out from its date. Most
of the infrastructure was in place: trophies, buckles
and prizes, volunteers, vets, ride base, council,
NPWS, toilets ordered and sponsorship secured.
Last year we had over 200 entries and we were
expecting a good roll up again this year, until the
dreaded virus hit.
Who knows the situation we will be in three or four
months’ time. With this in mind, we are considering
the possibility of running the Mountain Lagoon
Ride on the date that the Q60 was booked for. Of
course, no-one knows whether the restrictions will
be lifted by then, but we think it less pernicious to
try for the Mountain Lagoon Ride than to get all the
infrastructure ready for the Q60 and then cancel
that ride. At least we have some of the Mountain
Lagoon Ride infrastructure already in place.
We hope that the SMC is happy to support this
idea and that we can change the current Q60
listing on the calendar for July 11 and 12 to
Mountain Lagoon please.
Watagan Ride Committee has decided to cancel
the 2020 Watagan Ride. Being a newly formed
committee and with very little infrastructure in
place, they don’t feel comfortable that they could
pull off a successful ride given the current
restrictions. They considered dates at the end of
the year however the ride base is not available.
They look forward to presenting a ride (or maybe
even two) in 2021.
Discussion on when the current bans may be
lifted. Likely nothing would happen for at least six
weeks and depends on how the COVID19 virus
continues to run. Noni suggests that moving
forward we should be as positive as we can and
proceed as much as possible in case things
change. Faith asked to keep the Zone One ride on
the radar for as long as they can. No one knows
when things may improve. Faith said a ride
alteration form had been put in asking for a change
of date for Mt Lagoon.
Office of Sport and the Sports Minister’s Office
have asked for reports on the impact on our sport.
Every Wednesday until further notice there will be
a teleconference that Kerry will participate in. The
government is keen to keep small sports running
and to help during this period and in the recovery
mode. Looks like there may be some funding
available. There is a weekly standing arrangement
where we can send in questions. Kerry will explain
what endurance riding is (outdoor, non contact
ect), and ask if there is a way we can go ahead in
some form. We have insurance as long as we
follow the government directions. Alam noted all
National Parks are closed, hunting not allowed.
We need to be constructive about approaching
National Parks. Kerry will conclude that some
rides are over private land. Actually National
Parks are not closed except for camping etc, roads
are open. We will comply with government
requirements, but need to know what we can do to
eventually start to run rides. There are easy things
that we can do to lower the risk. Resolved that
Kerry proceed with this question and see what

answer we can get.
John Howe: Zone 2 Delegate, Newsletter,
Newsletter: Currently Helen and I are working on
producing the Corona Virus Newsletter. The last
time something like this happened was 2007 with
E.I. We were unable to run rides for 7 months and
during that rather challenging time a Newsletter
was produced every two months that let the world
know that Endurance was alive and well albeit, on
hold. During this period we must do the same lest
our brand name be lost. We must continue the put
the good word out. During the E.I hiatus the
Newsletter was full of informative articles that
related to every aspect of our sport. Garry Tweedie
even did an incredible one on how to build your
own float. To this end I have begun sourcing
stories:- Alam Dastani has undertaken to do a
story on the International effect of Corona Virus on
the rest of the world in regard to its impact on
World endurance. He will also touch on the
problems facing Thailand with African Horse
Sickness. Its long term effects and possible
ramifications for Australia.
I also intend contacting Endurance riders in other
parts of the world to get their perspective on
COVID 19 and its effects upon them. Karen
Hocking of Dubbo has undertaken to do a series of
stories on Standardbreds as potential Endurance
mounts.
Articles from Newsletters from other states and
Vets will be sourced. Belinda is following up an
article from Georgia Ladmore. I will be following
up long term Endurance riders and doing a series
of stories that will reflect these riders’ experiences
over the years. I also intend to source a number of
articles on mental health and fitness.
Please keep in mind the closing date for articles
for the next newsletter is 10th April. If anyone has
something, please get it to Helen by then. Anyone
who has any idea for articles please let me know
or better still put your fingers to keyboards, bring
out the hidden Journos within.
Zone Two
Obviously all our rides are on hold until further
notice but Quilty planning continues quietly in the
background given the constraints we are currently
living under. Zone Two The Best In The West.
Money
As of 2100 last night our balances are:
Cheque Account $10,708.62
Credit Card
$1,036.15
IBD 1
$15,318.82
IBD 2
$21,278.10
IBD 3
$12,686.00
IBD 4
$10,656.79
Total Cash reserves $71,684.48
Please note that all our accounts have been paid.
From here on there will be little expenditure except
Jax and Helen's remuneration and cost of printing
the Newsletter.
There will be no face to face meetings by either us
or AERA. Note that with E.I in 2007, meetings still
continued with their attendant costs and no income
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for 7 months. Meeting costs especially AERA are
expensive and come out of our consolidated
revenue.
The best part of our Insurance is that with the
exception of our Society Liability Insurance,
payable in February, which has been paid, all
insurances are retrospective and only come into
play when we run rides.
The exceptions are Personal Accident and annual
public liability. Both these are levied when
members re-join the Association or choose to take
out P.A Insurance. In these cases we act as "tax
collectors" for AERA.
There are no financial landmines waiting for us.
John will continue to pay the bills until Kim tells
him not to. Kim said every time we make an IBD
deposit with Bendigo we would have to go through
the whole signature business. Noted cheque
accounts don’t pay any interest, 1% interest on the
IBDs is better than nothing.
Kerry thinks that the AERA has insurance bills to
pay and that the amounts to be passed onto the
States will be discussed at the AERA meeting
tomorrow. John said when members re-join there
is an additional fee for each and every member.
There is a one off payment each February figure of
around $690. Any other payments for insurance
are when we run rides, we have volunteers etc.
John said as far as insurance is concerned we are
right. We do know that the AERA will have no
income, and probably won’t even get any Quilty
income this year. Kerry feels that the AERA
should not be billing the States for its internal costs
and especially doesn’t want the AERA continuing
to bill the States for honorariums while we have no
income either. The AERA has more cash reserves
($180000) than we do. Kerry would like Noni and
Peter to advise the AERA meeting that AERA
should not be billing the States while they have no
income. John said the biggest AERA expense is
their meetings. Concern that AERA can afford its
debts this year but not next year.
John asked what they would bill us for: possibly
AERAspace or honorariums. Belinda asked if
these fees could be supported government
funding. Noted that honorariums are not the same
as income and are not covered by the Job Keeper
program. The AERA book keeper is not a
committee person and is on contract, no concern
with this expense.
MOVED
THAT

Carried
MOVED
THAT
Carried

John Howe, Tony Warren
NSW ERA SMC requests that the
AERA fund its internal costs, e.g.
honorariums and data base
management fees from its own funds
until the Divisions start holding events
and making income
Unanimous
John Howe, Tony Warren
the accounts are accepted and the
outstanding accounts be paid.
Unanimous
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Kim Stephens: Zone 4 Delegate: No report.
April Newman: Zone 5 delegate. Promotions
Zone 5 hopes everyone is coping well with all the
restrictions in place at this difficult time and hope
everyone is keeping well.
Mogandura ride has been cancelled this year
although forestry was extremely supportive of the
Ride but due to the recent COVID-19 pandemic
forestry is unable to guarantee that the forest
would be open in time for the ride to go ahead, so
the decision was made to cancel it with the ride
committee hoping to reschedule it for early March
next year.
At this stage Sussex Inlet ride on the 26/27th of
September is still planning on going ahead
depending on the restrictions and a decision will
only be made to pull the pin if the COVID 19
restrictions have not been lifted closer to the date.
The Sussex committee has also been approached
to run a FEI 1* event alongside their Event. The
committee is waiting on more information to see if
this is feasible before making a decision on it.
The Zone prizes for the 2019 points score have
been put on hold as it has now been declared a
non-essential activity to have them made up and to
get them to place getters. This will be done as
soon as the restrictions are lifted. Stay safe
everyone and hope to see you all on the
endurance track soon.
Agreed that April will help with Belinda, Faith and
Kerry working on promotions.
Ruth Sumpner: Zone 6 Delegate
Not much to report, Kiwarrak ride had to be
cancelled. Had a few enquiries and a few
discussions about rides. Ruth wants to check the
boundaries for Zone six, Belinda will send the map
to Ruth and to Noni.
Formation of subcommittee arising from AGM
The group will look at how we get and retain
volunteers. Suggested the chairperson should be a
SMC member. Ruth agreed to take this on, and is
happy to work on ways to get people to volunteer.
Kerry to send the names from the AGM to Ruth
and she can then catch up with them. Ruth will be
the Volunteer Coordinator.
Noni and Peter to follow up the AERA Biosecurity
Plan, in particular Hendra risk areas and the
removal of adjoining areas at the AERA meeting
tomorrow. The changes are important for Zone 6.
The amended plan needs to be on the AERA
website, Peter will advise Ruth when the new plan
will be on the website.
Members Think Tank: Nothing for tonight.
Advertising campaign strategies/format and
support: On hold for now.
Mentor program: On hold. Work in progress.
We need to maintain our profile during the
COVID19 shutdown. Please provide content for
Facebook to Noni.
There being no further business the meeting
closed 10:35.

Introducing the Mentor Program
NSWERA is delighted to finally announce the Mentor Program!
A questionnaire conducted by Clare Feary and presented at the AGM several years ago
indicated, amongst other things, that what newcomers to Endurance Riding really
wanted was mentors.
The Mentor Program has a co-ordinator, currently me, Faith Robinson, and will
eventually have its own phone number. We put off getting the actual number when the
COVID 19 restrictions befell the country, but watch this space – we will get our own
number soon! In the meantime, if you have any enquiries, please contact me on my
personal number 0418220927 or email faithbob@me.com, until our official phone
number and email address are up and running.
A spreadsheet of Mentors has been started, with a view to be able to offer newcomers
someone, not too far away for them, to communicate and connect with.
When we receive new enquiries via email, the website, phone, Facebook or personal
referrals the person will be assessed and offered the opportunity to hook up with a
Mentor.
Mentorship could take many forms. Really, new people just want support and
confidence. Do you remember attending your first Endurance Ride? If you didn’t have
someone to guide you, how did you work out what to do? Did you automatically know
that after entering you had to present your horse to the TPR’s (what the heck are
they?!) and then to the vets? Was your horse ready and steady for the checks? Did you
know to present your “strapped” horse again after finishing, or that you should have
gone and collected your vetting card?
Mentors will be diplomats for our sport who have a passion for improving our
membership. Here’s an opportunity to help educate those newcomers who have
sometimes been cursed at the water troughs for not understanding the etiquette of
waiting until a drinking horse has finished his intake before barging in. Here’s an
opportunity of improving wait times in the vetting area by tutoring the newcomers before
they arrive, so that vets don’t have to explain how to trot out properly, or to wait while
the rug is unclipped. Here’s an opportunity to help newcomers feel less uncomfortable
about their lack of knowledge.
Here’s an opportunity to make new friends… and increase our membership base.
What does it take to be a mentor?
A sound knowledge of the rules is essential, successful completions, a “To complete is
to win” attitude along with a strong sense of horse welfare are more important than fast
times. Helping someone else prepare their horse in a timely manner for an appropriate
length ride is the goal.
Additionally there’s another program called the Step Up Program initiated as an
incentive to complete their first 80km ride. In this program, the rider registers with
Belinda Hopley. As they complete their Introductory and Intermediate rides, their
kilometre tally is accumulated. When the tally reaches 160 km a congratulatory
certificate is issued entitling the rider to a reimbursement of their first 80km ride
(successful completion or not) up to the value of $125.
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Lachlan Endurance Riders Sponsor Updated Timing System
For quite some time now, the Lachlan Endurance Riders Club (LERC) members have discussed
around our meeting table and around the camp fire, how LERC can support NSW-ERA in the
continued growth of endurance riding in NSW.
Over the years LERC have hosted seminars, paid day membership for introductory and social riders
and supported Zone Championships, State Championships and the Quilty National Championships.
We also award shirts to the last five riders completing each Snowy Zone ride as an encouragement
award.
With many ride committees facing the issue of engaging enough volunteers to enable them to provide
our members with competitions to attend, LERC looked to how we might be able to help in this area.
With the electronic timing system being used at more and more rides, requiring fewer volunteers to
run than manual time keeping, LERC came to the decision that we would look to what we could do in
this area.
After consultation with the NSW-ERA committee Lachlan Endurance Riders Club came to the
agreement that we would like to pledge to NSW-ERA $10,000 to be used towards the purchase of a
timing system that will be available for all ride committees to use at their rides.
It was my pleasure at the 2019 NSW AGM, on behalf of LERC, to present NSW-ERA president Tony
Warren with our Pledge of $10,000.

Photo taken at Woodstock in times gone by. Animal Focus
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Woodstock 2019: Photos by Animal Focus

Membership
Special
Covid 19 Special
Membership renewal is
now in effect!!
Fees from 23rd June
2020
Adult Riding - $100.00
Junior Riding - $70.00
Intermediate member
stays same at $100.00
but can upgrade to
FULL membership for
free.
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Catch us if you can – ‘Ears’ a horse of legendary proportions

By Sally Fenner’

The mist was rising in three distinct flumes at 5 am that morning and three bottoms faced me – John Howe
having a pee, his horse Ears having a pee and my horse Aladdin having a pee. If only I had my phone with
me to take a photo! That image is forever etched into my mind and always brings a smile to my face, as
does the entire week I spent with John Howe and his legendary horse Ears at Shahzada 2011.
Aladdin and I were lucky to say the least to be introduced to John and Ears by Sue Todd as I was a virgin
Shahzada rider and did not fancy riding 400km alone. What a team we were. We literally laughed our way
around those tracks.
Aladdin loved Ears and from their first friendly meeting nicker they became best buddies, Aladdin sticking
his nose into Ears’ flank for most of those challenging 400km. Ears led him around in an all knowing, keen
manner to a successful completion.
The bond that is struck between horse and rider that spans over so many endurance years, as John and
Ears’ has, is of epic proportions and just can not be put into words.
Ears was the sort of horse that only comes into your life once and leaves a gaping hole once gone.
Ears always looked fantastic out on track, was always keen to go and hardly ever vetted out in his entire
endurance riding life. John rode him so well with the aim to endure in the endurance scene and develop a
partnership that rivals any the world over in length. He really was a horse of steel, John’s best friend and
will go down in history as the legend he truly was.
Ears and John achieved so much more than the impressive achievements at Shahzada – they also clocked
off many 80km rides and 160km rides, the Big Three twice over and the Quilty 50 th year anniversary. Many
people ride to win in endurance and ride several different horses, but I believe the most impressive
achievement is a long-term partnership spanning many years – one horse one rider. John and Ears’
partnership extended over more than ten years – keeping a horse sound, fit and keen all those years – now
that is inspiring and, in many ways, the hardest thing to achieve with one horse. Ears and John really were
the epitome of ‘endurance’.
My one and only Shahzada I rode with them will be forever fondly remembered. The week was so special
to me and I was so privileged to have shared it with
John and Ears. Every day I giggled at John’s
jokes, his pink chequered ladies’ jodhpurs and
Ears’ quirks. Apart from being so much fun, they
were the wisest of all partnerships to be learning
from as there really was no other horse and rider
partnership that had succeeded at Shahzada the
way they had…….and there still isn’t!
They both knew those tracks like no other horse
and rider. I doubt any one horse, one rider combo
will ever match what they achieved - Eight
continuous successful completions and a winning
of the Best Managed award! Catch them if you
can……!
Ears, we all loved you and we will never forget you.
You are irreplaceable - RIP my friend.
Life time achievements:
Big Three award 2015
8 consecutive Shahzada's 2009-2016
2 Tom Quilty completions
1 NSW State Championship
2 x 240km Manila Musters
2 x 100km rides
1 x 85km ride
1 x 83km ride
25 x 80km rides.
Total 6,528 kms.
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BREEDING YOUR OWN SUCCESSFUL ENDURANCE HORSE
Many riders who have successfully ridden their own mares
in endurance will often have a desire to breed another
endurance horse from their successful and much loved
mare, especially if the mare was an elite horse and formed
an extra special bond with her rider.
In order to get the best mating possible, a number of factors
need to be taken into account.
In the early days of Valinor Park Arabians, I didn’t fully
comprehend the difficulty of breeding from my best mares –
especially those who had been highly successful during their
career. The challenges arose when these mares were finally
retired, because often age was then against them and they
were much more difficult to get into foal. It’s a tough call to
pull a good mare out of competition when she’s sound and
competing well. Fortunately, for those who have deep
enough pockets and are prepared to go the distance, ET’s
are available which allow owners to flush a mare during her
spelling period, and then put her back into work. ET’s
though, are not without their challenges either.
For the sake of argument, let’s assume that you have
decided to give your mare some time off and breed a foal for
her, one that will be ready for you to take on when her
career is over, and you need to find a suitable sire for her
impending foal.
The first thing you need to do is to critically evaluate your mare – look at the characteristics you value in her
because those are the ones you will want to keep and then look at the things you would like to correct (all
horses can be improved upon, even the best ones!)
Your mare may have outstanding heart rates for example and that would be something you want naturally to
keep. If her gait is easy and free flowing, again, those characteristics are desirable, as are qualities such as
a fine coat, correct legs and good feet (a no brainer for any endurance athlete), together with a good
temperament etc.
You may, for example, want to introduce height into your next foal, or correct slightly less than desirable
hindquarters, neck set, or topline. Perhaps your mare is prone to tying up, which is certainly more prevalent
in some lines more than others. Temperament is also important – even great endurance mares can have a
nasty streak and this is certainly different to having grit and tenacity, qualities you want to keep.
We need to remember that the qualities that are the standard of the Arabian breed are the very qualities that
make them so suitable for endurance – aside from soundness and great heart rates, you also need to look at
quality of coat for example – a fine coat allows for easier heat loss, as does a high tail carriage. Whilst an
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Arabian may have a head that may be ‘plain’, most good endurance horses will still have those qualities that
are important – a good eye, breadth between the eyes, good jowl etc – all designed to help the horse survive
in the toughest of environments.
Once you have decided what qualities from your mare you want in your foal, if possible, look at her pedigree
to see if you can work out which characteristics are dominant in her
pedigree – if her sire or dam has crooked legs, whilst your mare may be
ok, make sure the stallion she goes to has a history of good legs in his
pedigree – this will ensure that the foal gets the best genetics from both
sides. Off-set cannons and crooked legs can sometimes skip a
generation, so looking at both sets of grand-parents is important.
Similarly, if you want to introduce height into your foal, don’t just look at
the stallion – look at his progeny and his pedigree – make sure too, that
when you want a taller horse, your height doesn’t come from increased
length of the cannon bones. In order for a horse to be fully functional
over long distances, the desirable length of cannon to forearm is 1/3 to
2/3 – not half to half.
Heart rates can be very dominant in some lines – these days you see
many stallions advertised as being ‘suitable for endurance’ without any
factual basis. A stallion doesn’t necessarily have needed to compete in
endurance to sire successful horses. For example, Barabas NL, the
senior sire at Valinor Park for many years, never competed in
endurance. However, he sired horses with amazing heart rates,
including a WEG champion and numerous other winning horses. His
was a performance pedigree and when mated to daughters of other
successful endurance stallions, including Oasis Desert Song for
example, he produced many elite horses. So again, it’s a matter of
looking at the pedigree, seeing what’s there, and trying to utilise the
best bits.
It‘s also important to recognise that while there are now a number of
extremely successful stallions competing, you need to choose the best one that will complement your mare;
in other words, you need to get the right ‘nick’ of bloodlines. You will hear a lot about successful sire lines
and sires but it’s important to do your homework – if your prospective sire line has sired 100 horses and had
10 great ones, his ‘strike’ rate is 10% - if your desired horse has sired 10 horses, and had 6 successful ones,
his strike rate is 60%, so a better prospect, always bearing in mind that he will correct what you want
corrected in your mare.
If there are conformational issues which you want to correct with your mare, try to do a ‘pictorial pedigree’,
where you look at photos of both sire and dam and their parents as well – this might be difficult if you don’t
know your mare’s full breeding, or she’s not registered. Hopefully the stallion you use will be registered and
you can look at his extended pedigree. If you are able to do this, you will see what traits clearly come down
through the generations and it will give you an idea of which ones you want to keep and which you want to
breed out. The internet is great for this and another reason why it’s a good idea to have our horses registered
if you intend to breed.
Some traits, like heart rates, are highly inheritable, so starting with both a sire and dam who have, or who
have bred, horses with good heart rates should ensure you retain this. If your mare has average heart rates
and this is something you want to improve, then look for a stallion who either has progeny with good heart
rates, or one with those qualities who
is competing – if his pedigree
suggests that he comes from stock
that also have good recoveries, then
this is another option.
In conclusion – breeding any
potentially successful athlete is all
about putting ‘the pieces’ together.
Your mare will have more influence
on your foal, since she will be the one
raising it and don’t forget the
importance of good nutrition – both inutero and when raising your baby, as
well as raising your foal in the right
environment and attention to
worming, vaccinations and foot care.
Competing successfully on a horse
you have bred yourself is immensely
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rewarding, as is seeing the horse from a breeding you
planned, and the foal you nurtured, become successful
with others. We don’t always kick a goal, however, if you
do your homework, and approach the task with objectivity
and not from an emotional aspect, you stand a pretty
good chance of success.
Helen Rutland
Valinor Park Arabians
Breeder of successful endurance and show horses since
1979.

Feeding in Winter
By Dr. John Kohnke BVSc RDA and Ms. Georgia Leva BSc (Zoology)
As the temperature cools down and we head into the winter months, horses need to be prepared for the
upcoming winter weather. During the winter months, a horse’s diet should include an adequate supply of
good quality roughage. Fibrous roughage is fermented in the hind gut by intestinal microbiota to release
heat, energy and other essential micro-nutrients. Horses should be provided with a wind break or a low
wind gully in a paddock, or a shelter to shield them from the cold, wind and rain. Horses should also have
free access to fresh, clean water. During cold weather, older horses are particularly more likely to lose
condition, especially if the pasture is short, or if they are unable to graze for long enough each day and
are not provided with adequate protection from the wintery weather. Unfortunately, once aged horses
lose condition, because of often poor dental health and reduced digestive efficiency in many older horses,
it is very difficult for them to regain weight and condition, even on a relatively good diet and during the
warmer spring and summer conditions.
When feeding in winter, the addition of hay (or chaff) in the morning and evening feeds will help provide
available energy and fibre for hindgut fermentation to prepare for the cold overnight conditions and help
keep the horse warm. Research shows that, one biscuit (approximately 2kg) of lucerne hay provides
extra energy, protein, calcium and fibre as a base for hay supplementation for a horse under limited
grazing conditions. Lucerne hay can provide an excess amount of protein relative to daily needs, this
excess is passed into the hindgut to ferment to produce 6 times more warming ‘core’ heat compared to
starch and sugars in naturally lower protein grass hay. Lucerne hay, plus 2-3 biscuits (4-6kg) of meadow
or grass hay will help make up the shortfalls in bulk for a 450-500 kg resting horse on sparse winter
pastures. When hand feeding is required on short winter pasture, it is ideal to provide at least two feeds
daily to provide a more continuous supply of feed and maintain the warming effect and enjoyment which
eating provides in cold weather. This is particularly important in mares and foals, weanlings and
yearlings, where heat loss from cold weather will sap energy away from growth in young horses and
development of the unborn foal in late pregnant mares. Adding a supplement of trace-minerals with zinc,
copper, selenium and vitamins with vitamin A and E, such as in Kohnke’ s Own® Marathon Endurance®,
which is specifically formulated for horses in endurance training and competition, Cell-Provide® (which
provides extra calcium for aged horses), or Cell-Grow® for sound bone and joint development in unborn
foals and growing horses, all have a role in maintaining immunity, the appetite, overall health and vitality
under very cold conditions.
In winter, horses still require a good source of fresh water. They will drink less as they are not losing as
much water through sweat, but it is still essential for proper digestion. As you start to feed extra hay to
provide sufficient energy and fibre and when pasture availability decreases, the water intake of your
horse will increase. A horse being fed hay only will drink up to 60% more water compared to a horse on
hay and grain diet, or a horse that has access to a small amount of grazing. Horses that do not have an
adequate supply of water, particularly on dry feed diets, have a higher risk of problems such as impaction
colic as the digestive mass dries out. When working your horse during cold icy weather, it is a good idea
to provide them a drink of luke-warm water after exercise. This will ensure that their water intake is
adequate to replenish any water lost during work, as some horses can be reluctant to drink enough icy
cold water.
Water troughs will often freeze overnight during the winter months. It is important to check them every
morning and break the layer of ice so that your horse can access the water. If necessary, add warm water
to buckets of very ice-cold water, to encourage horses to drink early in the morning after a freezing night
or a heavy frost when water troughs may be frozen over.
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A Fieryrange Quilty Adventure
Preparing for a little endurance ride just down the road a bit is always an adventure, especially when that
little ride is the Quilty and the road is 1400km long!
After my annual holiday (Xmas – New Year week) all the
Quilty hopefuls that were spending their summer at
Fieryrange came in, were dusted off, shoes put on and the
legging up process began. As the season progressed, we
sorted the mares from the fillies and the stallions from the
colts and Wolfy, the solo gelding on the A team this year,
was in a league of his own – as usual!
July 7 saw Tarly, Bridget and Scott Maher, Mitch Ravallion
and I load up four fit and feisty horses from Fieryrange –
Honey Bee, Wickwood Badira, Askari’s Harmony and
Coolinda Park Words of Wisdom (aka Wolfy). They were
joined on our floats by Yinbilliko trained Love In The Mist.
We broke the 1400km journey into three days of driving with
plenty of rest stops for horses and drivers and we picked up
a few extras along the way with Kaitlyn and Tahnaya
Merceica joining the road trip as well as Jenny and Allan
Caslick from Soulmate Endurance and their horses Al’landell
Kazade and Al’landell Soul adding to our convoy. After three
days of laughs on the road we mastered convoy driving
techniques (and learnt never to let Mitch lead the convoy or
risk a scenic tour!) survived Brisbane traffic and arrived at
our agistment property for the week, just a few kms from the
ride base with a team of very happy healthy horses that all
travelled beautifully.
The rest of the week passed in a blur with early morning wake up calls from Tarly, a trip to the Gold Coast
for some roller coaster thrills for the kids (old and young!), rider Amanda Rayner and her strapper Heather
from Western Australia arriving and all the preparations for the horses that are required before a big ride
including adapting a little bit to the far warmer weather than we were used to.
Thursday saw us move into the immaculate ride base at Sterling's Crossing with our horses and with all the
mares looking good we welcomed Sarah Parker from Tasmania to the team to ride our ‘spare’, Wolfy. Ellen
Vine and her trusty steed, Alzarah also joined us along with Josh Murdoch, Kim Stephens, Shelley Cowen,
Michelle Mercieca, Lauren Roper, Tracy Morley and Janette Nelsonto fill out the strappers’ ranks.
On Friday all the horses vetted in perfectly and we were set to go. The strappers’ race was ably blitzed by
strapping team leader Bridget and her trusty sidekick Kaitlyn, securing us the perfect spot midway up the
express lane, suiting our fast presenting horses perfectly.
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At midnight we rode out in the midst of a beautifully relaxed start, Ellen and I up the front with Alzarah and
Honey Bee, Mitch and Sarah with Love In The Mist and Coolinda Park Words Of Wisdom taking it easy
midfield, followed by Tahnaya and Amanda on Askari’s Harmony and Wickwood Badira, with Jenny and
Allan making sure the kids all kept pace on Al’landell Kazade and Al’landell Soul.
Ellen and I breezed along taking it easy on the challenging and hilly first two legs with the mares enjoying
each other’s company; in the 3rd leg I stepped up the pace with the hills reducing to undulations and Ellen
made the decision to back off a little. The big hills were done and the race was on! Honey powered through
the 3rd leg eating up the kilometres with ease and we zoomed through vetting and out onto the 4 th loop
passing Mitch and Sarah heading onto their 3rd. Honey felt super and loved the chase, cruising past a few
more horses and racing home. Through vetting and 141kms done. Heading out on the 5 th and final loop
Honey felt sensational but she became a bit dispirited with the 3 rd, 4th and 5th legs all covering the same
ground in various loops and had run with no company for almost 65km heading into the heat of the day.
She perked up when the track took us past the turn off for the 3rd and 4th legs’ final loop and straight back
into base. With that brightening her day she cantered across the finish line with her ears up and feeling
beautifully sound and solid as she had all day.
I half collapsed in a proud and teary mess into a chair with an ice towel and the strapping team worked their
magic as they had all day to bring her heart rate down quickly and we were off to the vet. A pensive few
minutes, a solid trot out and with all As, Honey Bee passed the final check to claim 4 thMwt, 4th over the line
and her second Quilty buckle!
Beyond proud of this extraordinary young mare whose breeder/owner Shelley Cowan sent to me as a
plump green broken horse 4.5 years ago and entrusted her training to me from her first 20ks to her first TQ
in 2017 and now to her first competitive 160km. She gave me her all and did it with ease, a ride I will never
forget! Thank you Shelley and most of all, thank you Honey!
With Honey smothered in love, legs iced and a buffet of food provided, our attention returned to the rest of
the team just coming in off their 3rd loop. All horses passed easily with flying colours and headed back to
camp for a break before heading back out on their 4th. While we were saddling them up to go, Ellen finished
strongly for 14thMwt. A huge congratulations to Ellen. Raising, training and riding your own horse
competitively is a terrific achievement!
The team returned seemingly very soon giving us little time to rest – and left again all still looking brilliant
heading out onto their last 20km. We stoked up the fire, refilled Honey’s food buckets and headed back to
the strapping area to wait. First home were Mitch and Sarah with Misty and Wolfy and into the vets, thumbs
up for them as Tahnaya and Amanda walked into vetting with Honey Bay and Badira, a couple of tense
moments with Tahnaya getting a re-trot but thumbs up for everyone! Horses taken care of we waited for our
last riders and just on an hour later Jenny and Allan with Kazade and Soul finished strongly making it 8/8
and 100% for our camp!
The next day started early - after our routine wake-up call from Tarly of course - with the in hand
presentations and Fittest Horse workouts under saddle for Honey Bee, bright eyed and full of energy she
had little interest in standing still waiting for the rug presentations or waiting her turn for BC. Having a horse
feeling so strong and fresh after a fast 160km over difficult terrain is the ultimate goal and during her BC it
was more of a challenge to get her to wait to the end to gallop than anything else!
A couple of hours at the buckle presentations, a good after party and it was time to pack up our home away
from home and hit the long road back down South… and plan our next team road trip - TQ 2020 in WA!
There is no ‘I’ in team –we are one big (ok… huge) family, without each and every person supporting each
other looking after our horses and pulling together we would never have achieved what we did nor had so
much fun doing it! Not just at this ride but at every ride leading up to it this year where we have had up to 30
people vying for places around the campfires.
A special mention to Allan – achieving his 17th Tom Quilty buckle, a mere four months after open heart
surgery - a more determined man you will never meet!
I would like to take a moment to reflect upon and thank all the breeders and owners of the lovely horses that
I have had the honour of training as without a dream, a mare and a stallion carefully selected and a foal
raised with love and attention these horses would not be here, nor be half the athletes they are. Firstly
Honey Bee – bred and owned by Shelley Cowan. WickwoodBadira - bred and owned by Jodi Dewick and
Geoff Brandwood. Coolinda Park Words of Wisdom – bred by Carole Hore, Coolinda Park. Askari’s
Harmony – bred by Susan and Ray Law.
A huge thank you and congratulations to Mathew Sample, friends, family, volunteers and officials in every
capacity that worked together to host a truly special Quilty at Australias first purpose built Endurance facility
– Sterling’s Crossing.
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ENDURANCE RIDING – The Enduring Passion of Allan Caslick
It was inevitable, I suppose. Brought up around horses, they
were destined to be a part of my life. In many ways, they ARE
my life.
As a youngster, I started riding at gymkhanas and rode
bareback for a while because we couldn’t afford a saddle. But
at the time I was also raring a poddy calf so I ended up trading
the calf for my very first saddle.
Back then, rodeos were often held in conjunction with
gymkhanas and I liked what I saw, so being a little more
adventurous, I got into rodeos. If you wanted to be
competitive, you had to participate in three events – bareback
bronc, bull riding, and bulldogging (steer wrestling) – so I did
that through my late teens and to practice my riding skills, I
started breaking in horses for other people.
Working as a spray painter and panel beater, I was also doing
farrier work in my spare time and used to ride my horses/
breakers between work and home as part of their education
and training. And mine, I guess.
Anyway, it was on my way home riding through the bush one
afternoon that I came across a young lady training her horse.
We got talking and she asked if I was training the horse for an
endurance ride. At that time I’d never heard of an endurance
ride but after speaking to her, I did some investigating and
thought it was something I would be interested in. That was
my first encounter with Margo Lennox, so I guess I have her to
thank for introducing me to a sport that now runs through my veins.
I can laugh about it now, but getting to my first endurance ride wasn’t particularly easy because two weeks
before the Sofala ride, I broke my leg at a rodeo. I had my heart set on doing that first ride and argued with
the doctor that I wanted my cast set in a way that would allow me to sit in the saddle. Understandably, I
suppose, the doctor wasn’t happy about it but I told him I would cut it off, or something like that, if he didn’t
set it the way I’d asked. He finally agreed, so I weighted my
other stirrup and off I went at Sofala, riding a horse called
Wildfire, aka Rabbit.
With the cast on my leg, I was only able to walk or canter, so
Rabbit and I completed the ride successfully in a very quick
time and I had my friends to thank for strapping and trotting the
horse out for me.
It’s safe to say from that moment on, I was bitten by the
endurance bug.
Following that ride I was introduced to a man called Tex
Frazer. His sons Steven, Greg, Allen and Kenny were all
heavily involved in endurance and took me under their wings. I
competed under Tex’s guidance and trained and rode with his
sons for about five years, as well as continuing with shoeing
and breaking in horses for a man called Jack Reece.
Jack was talking to a man at the pub one night about a horse
that nobody was apparently able to ride. She was a mare that
had bucked off everyone who had climbed on her back.
Fortunately, I was able to ride her and in a bet, I ended up
owning her. That was the start of a beautiful partnership with
the Arab/stockhorse mare called Thelma Stardust.
But in a freak accident she sustained injuries to both front legs
and wasn’t able to be ridden anymore. From that point on, she
was destined to be a mum and back then I’d won a service to a
stallion called Summerland Robreyn. I was really excited about
breeding my first Arabian foal but the mare prolapsed and the
vet had to be called in. He did a great job, saving the mare and
Allan Caslick riding A'Landell Jester at Tumut 2020, 1st HWT
and BC. (pic by Animal Focus)
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helping a colt into the world, so I decided to name the foal after the man who saved my mare’s life. Richard!
Fast forward to a time when Richard was old enough to compete at endurance and it was obvious he was a
once-in-a-lifetime kind of horse.
Tough as nails and sound as a bell, he went on to complete Melbourne to Sydney marathons in harness,
Shahzada 400 km marathons including a fastest time, and numerous 80, 100, 120 and 160 km rides, with
five Tom Quilty buckles.
I’ve had a lot of horses but it’s safe to say, Richard is my all-time favourite. In fact, among all the horses I
have owned, never has one come close to him. ‘Tough’ is an understatement.
If I had to list highlights of my time in endurance, I would have to say the greatest are every successful
completion of a Tom Quilty. To me, a Quilty is the Melbourne Cup of endurance. It is an absolute honour to
compete and complete.
So far, I have 17 Quilty buckles but I have a very strong ambition to achieve 30.
There have, of course, also been a few lowlights and one of the lowest was in February 2019 when doctor’s
orders prohibited me from riding for five months after open heart surgery for a double bypass. Before they
cut me open though, I asked if I would be able to compete at the Queensland (Stirling’s Crossing) Quilty in
July and they all said I was completely nuts and would have next to no preparation time. Still, I got the goahead and yes, I did it!
Looking back, I have participated in this sport now for 45 years and I have seen many changes. Some
good, some not so good but for me, this is an addictive sport.
For the most part, it’s very social and friendly, and there’s nothing like the riding, the campfires, a few drinks
and a lot of laughs.
I live for endurance and my advice for anyone wanting to start out in the sport is simply, love your horse.
You’re going to be spending a lot of time with him or her and remember, they’re not a motorbike. You can’t
put it away dirty.
And don’t be afraid to ask questions. There will always be someone willing to share their knowledge.
To date, I have successfully completed 30,104 km in endurance but honestly, I feel like I’m just warming up
and now starting to get serious about the sport. My goal is 50,000 km and I’m determined to get there.
So, see you out on the trails.

Finding Akaysha
My friend, Jay was looking for a horse suitable for endurance
for her young daughter to start “very slowly” into the
endurance season of 2020. I had the perfect horse, a
seasoned, experienced and safe endurance horse for a
junior, Akaysha. She had launched Isabel and Modena into
endurance riding as young girls.
So, after a lot of conversation and a couple of rides it
seemed this match would be ideal. Akaysha was delivered to
Jay’s place on trial (no money or contract had exchanged
hands) to give them time to bond since it was COVID-19
lockdown and school holidays. She settled in well, no fuss
and some days later they took her for her first ride up on the
trail which from all accounts went smoothly.
Then a few days later came the phone call. It was 10am on
Wednesday. Jay said in her always calm voice: ”Akaysha
has gotten out of her yard and is lost in the Boambee State
Forest. I’m not worried, I know she’s not hurt, she is on a
safe trail and I think she is trying to come home to you. I
have vehicles out now looking for her. We will find her!”
My heart sank into my stomach and I started to shake. She
is a long way from home. So many thoughts running through
my mind, what to do first, panic, no don’t panic. I was at
work, I could not think clearly, my mind was running away
with itself. I can’t stay here and do nothing. I think some of
the customers might have served themselves as I spun around the shop in disbelief. I was scared and
feeling overwhelmed.
I called Chris at home and told him the situation and a plan was made. Modena and Chris put Kalarney and
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(Continued from page 47)

Alli into the float and we all headed over to the State Forest to look for her.
I had also jumped onto Facebook and put an emergency post up for anybody in that area to please keep a
lookout for a loose horse. I feared she might end up on the highway and knew this would not end
well. Within a minute of the post being uploaded I was getting messages from people saying they had
seen a horse or friends of a friend had seen a loose horse earlier that morning about 7.30 on a busy main
road. Then I received a photo showing her going along a winding road on the inside of a blind corner. Oh
God, I felt sick. And then several dash cam videos appeared showing her galloping along a tar road in and
around the morning traffic. I felt so ill I actually could not look at the video but Modena did and confirmed it
was definitely our Akaysha.
She had travelled several kilometres from her yard along a busy main road then turned off onto another
windy road. She crossed over the narrow railway bridge, passed many private properties, jumped over two
cattle grids along more tar road and eventually up the driveway of a property where she ran around
grabbing some grass. Then she was off again up a trail, down a trail back onto the main road and then up
a street to the end of a cul-de-sac where a man said he was patting her, (oh yes, he said, she was a lovely
friendly horse!).It was at the end of this street she found her way up the steep embankment around a gate/
fence and entered the Boambee State Forest.
Leaving Isabel in Bellingen to manage all the social media conversation where the Facebook posts had
gone viral, Chris, Modena and I arrival at the State Forest and were taken to the location where she
entered the trail leaving a neat fresh poo at the intersection. But which way did she go, left or right? It was
as though she had wings and had vanished. No hoof prints to give us a clue, nothing (she was barefoot).
Modena, Chris, Jay and her friend on their horses set off to the left following a trail that branched off in
multiple directions, and I to the right in the 4x4. It was not long before three motorbike riders came along. I
stopped them and told them about a loose horse up there somewhere and we exchanged details. One of
them offered to ride down a short trail to have a look around. He returned and said there was nothing there
and they went about their riding. Over the next two hours of searching for hoof prints or more poo I came
across five more motorbike riders and a man taking his large dogs for their afternoon run free in the bush. I
told them the situation and gave them my details.
We all met back up just before dark with no sign of her. I was feeling stressed and extremely concerned
for her welfare. At home we studied the map and made our plan for day two.
I sat up in bed for hours worrying about her, the feeling of guilt weighing heavily on me. How can I lie down
and sleep when I didn’t know where she was or if she was safe? My fear was that she would end up on
the Pacific Highway at 2 o’clock in the morning and getting that phone call from the police, you know how
that ends.
Day 2. With no fresh track to start, Jay and her friends set out on their horses checking another section of
the Forest; Chris and Modena in their 4x4 and myself and a friend in my 4x4 and by now we had other
horse people out on foot looking around other local areas. One young lady and a horse-lover organised
her own search, backpack on she walked every day for hours in and around the local area. I would like to
acknowledge at this point the majority of these helpers were people I have never meet before. They were
just everyday horse-lovers who heard about our situation, dropped what they were doing and came to help
search. I met one lady who worked in Coffs Harbour and came up to the Forest in her lunch break to help
look. Extraordinary. Another lovely and helpful couple took me in their beat-up ute around the back of their
property where it joined the State Forest and showed me multiple trails to explore and check fence
lines.Thank you, everyone. One of those helpers was a local cattle farmer with excellent knowledge of the
trail as he had grown up there and rode motorbikes so he showed us around and took us on some
seriously steep and rugged trails that challenged the land cruiser and driver so much that Modena closed
her eyes and almost required a vomit bag. Then part the way up a steep section we blew a tyre. Shit, well
that set us back some time…
We spent a lot of time driving around different locations where the bush backs onto private property or
lead back onto roads. Talking to property owners we asked them to check their back boundary fences as
we thought she might end up stuck at a fence line.
Then we received a breakthrough. Jay and friends on their horses had picked up a fresh track. We waited
in anticipation for more info. Sadly, nothing.
By the end of day two we realised that this State Forest was as busy as a freeway with motorbike riders,
mountain bike enthusiasts, horse riders, bush walkers, 4x4 drivers, local people looking for firewood and
young couples looking for privacy! It was impossible to see any clear hoof prints in the dusty trails with this
amount of traffic. Anything there would just get covered over. We drove up to the area where the girls had
picked up a trail at a four way crossroad in very steep country. We left some hay there just before dark
hoping she would find it and headed home feeling deflated and stressed. How could we not find Akaysha?
Day 3.Friday, Modena, Rosie and I returned to the four way intersection where Jay had picked up a trail
and we had left the hay but it was untouched. We continued to drive around the trail, checking other hay
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(Continued from page 48)

piles but they were still there. We ran into more people out in the 4x4 and another local man from Friday
Creek who was a source of information and knowledge. We sat together eating Anzac Biscuits (an essential
item) while he made at least a dozen phone calls to people he knew in the area to get them out looking
around their properties and fence lines. A drone had been discussed with the professionals and was ruled
out as an option as the tree line is too high and the drone cannot get down low enough and visibility was
poor.
Unfortunately, the trail had gone cold, No fresh leads, no fresh sightings. By lunch time we felt like we were
going in circles over and over the same areas and getting no results.
In desperation I decided to hire a helicopter to get a perspective. On arrival at the airport the pilot said you
will need a jumper and by the way, I am doing some repairs to the chopper, so the doors are off. I said that
was fine as long as the engine was working. There I was fastening the seat belt in what resembled an
oversized Bumble Bee and suddenly we were airborne. So, while we didn’t find Akayasha, what it did give
me was a much clearer idea of the complex web of trails we were looking at, tracks that just aren’t even on
the map. However, what they did have in
common was whilst they went round and round,
they all lead back to one main trail. The
nightmare continued.
Day 4.Saturday. Jay and several friends
continued their search on fresh horses covering
another section of the State Forest whilst
Modena, Rosie and I were back in the 4x4. Chris
on Allie started their search in a section of the
trail that branched off in three directions. The left
track which came out onto private property was
easy going. This had already been covered the
day before in the 4x4 with Chris and Di. The
middle track went straight up into a steep and
rutted and mostly unused track. The far right
track headed back in the direction where Jay and
friends were riding. Chris decided to look down
the far right track whilst Modena and I continued
in the 4x4.
A while later Chris called me saying he I didn’t
think she had been on this track and he was
going to go back and have a look up the middle
track (the steep unused track). I checked in with
the other riders but nothing to report.
A glimmer of hope. A few hours later Chris called
and said: I think I can see a track she might have
been here. I think there are marks in the dirt that
could be her. The track is steep and I don’t want
to take Allie any further. I think we should
continue looking on this track tomorrow on foot.
I’m heading back to the float.
Meanwhile, leaving the girls at the top of a track, I said I’ll just walk down this track and have a look. Well, it
went on and on. I told myself I’ll just walk to the next bend but it kept going. I felt committed to keep going. I
thought if I stop now, I will never know if she’s at the bottom but the bottom never came. It was endless and
steep. Modena and Rosie started to get worried. As I had recently had a ‘medical episode’ they called
Chris saying Mum went down a steep track half an hour ago and she doesn’t have her phone. We’ve called
out but she’s not answering. Oopsy!. An hour or more later a worried Chris arrived on a sweaty horse and
found me still making my way back up the hill towards the girls. I received a lecture from Modena about how
foolish I was. I had reached the bottom, but Akaysha wasn’t there.
Everyone was feeling exhausted and frustrated. The emotions were taking their toll on the family dynamics
and stretching friendships. Modena and Chris are the silent, calm and quiet achievers. Me not so much. I
was just trying to keep my shit together but it was tough going.
A late decision just before dark saw Modena and I go back to the original section of the State Forest where
the only sighting of her was on the morning of day 1. Modena was convinced she was still in this section. I
agreed with a gut feeling. It just felt right so we started calling to her and listening. Then I walked a little
further down the track. I had forgotten that I had put hay on that track corner on day 2. The hay was gone,
no hoof prints, nothing, I called the other riders and asked if they had let their horses eat it. No, definitely no.
Great! A concrete clue. Modena and I then went further up the track to a section of the trail that branched
off in three directions. Modena suggested we put all our hay out here everywhere at the turn off down the
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track near a muddy puddle. Maybe if she is here, she will find the hay and wait there. Good plan.
A new plan for day 5 was organised. Saturation day. We would have multiple teams all at the same time
starting from different locations but all coming back to the middle and main track. There were now many
more friends on their horses who came to join the others and all were leaving from one location but moving
in different directions. Another team of walkers covered a different set of trails. We would have Modena and
Kalarney with Chris on Alli with friend Rachel and her horse also on another trail but the plan was to
separate Modena and Kalarney from the other horses for a short time as I knew Kalarney would start
whinnying and I knew Akaysha would reply.
Day 5 Sunday. Everybody headed to their different starting locations. Chris and Modena were meeting up
with Rachel on the other side of the ridge to us and riding together. Allie, Kim and I were going on foot to
walk the steep track that Chris felt she had been on the day before. While we were waiting for Di and Mel to
arrive, we studied the map and locked in our plan. A while later we heard motorbikes coming. I stopped the
bikes to tell them about Akaysha, “Oh right! Yes we were here on Wednesday (day 1). Is she still out here?
OK, we’ll keep a lookout. I told him it was saturation day and there are lots of horse riders and people on
foot so be careful riding. No worries they said...as the three of them hooned off!
It wasn’t too long and I heard a motorbike coming. Jokingly I said wouldn’t it be great if he was riding back
because he saw her? He was coming at speed and I thought, I won’t be able to stop him, he’s in a hurry. As
he approached, he hit the brake and slid towards me. “She’s up here, she’s up here.” Holy Shit! Ali, Kim
and I started screaming and running around in circles grabbing a halter some hay and started running up
the track. The rider lifted his visor and yelled, “Hey ladies, you need a car!”
Oh of course we do. I have no idea why we thought we had to run! We followed him up the track. One rider
had stopped and turned his engine off and stayed close to keep an eye on her, while the other rider moved
away from the intersection, engine off. There she was standing at the 3-way intersection eating the hay. I
called to her, she looked, I kept talking to her, then she grabbed a mouthful of hay and started walking
towards me. Once the halter was on, I looked over her for damage and then fell to the ground in
overwhelming relief. Five days of built-up anger, anxiety, emotional stress and exhaustion just poured out of
me. I was so happy and so relived I could not stand up. Ali and Kim, also crying, came over and we all
howled together.
Funny thing is the rider asked Ali, “Is she crying”? Ah Yeah! She is. (might be a man thing!)
I called Chris and Modena and then called Jay and friends. I could literally hear them yelling from across the
ridge.The ordeal was ending.
So, Chris had seen her marks on the steep used track, Modena’s gut instinct was correct, and the hay
worked. It appeared she had been there all night munching her way through all the hay and had drunk at
the muddy puddle. They were the only real foot prints we saw. We lead her out of the bush to be reunited
with her brother, Kalarney and paddock mate boss mare, Alli and of course Modena and Chris.
Akaysha’s back home, drinking and grabbing at the grass, rolling around and squealing over the fence with
the herd. Everyone seemed happy to have her back. Modena sat in the middle of the paddock for two hours
just watching her.
A full veterinary examination was done. We estimated she had lost about 30kg, was a little dehydrated with
a few knocks, scratches and bumps. She had a tight muscle in the hind end so a little short stepping and
she looked sad and tired but all in all she was in one piece and safe at last.
We believe she had travelled a significant
distance going round and round the web
of trails without leaving the original section
of the State Forest. Never underestimate
what a horse will do or where it will go.
So, are we still friends? Yes of course,
shit happens, we move on. Is Akayasha
ever leaving home again? No, unless she
has a rider on her back or there is a bush
fire evacuation.
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These are the current TPR’s who have TPR’d from 1/1/17 to 1/6/19.
Please remember to retain currency you are required to TPR at one ride per
year. A lapsed TPR can be reaccredited by a Chief Steward who will
ascertain that the TPR is up to
date with AERA rules and is able to take the heart rate and respiration
correctly. If the CS
is satisfied that the TPR is up to date, the CS will make a note of the TPR’s
name in the CS report and mark it passed.
Please ensure your name is on the CS Ride Report. When you have
accumulated 20 full
days of TPRing you are issued with your own vest, stethoscope and
thermometer.
Please contact Belinda for TPR’s in your area to assist at your ride.
Any queries contact Belinda Hopley.

P – Prov TPR

Arblaster

Jo

Holdsworth

Sonia

Norton

Gertraud

Blessing

Anthony

Holdsworth

Peter

Owen

Rick

Blunt

Justine

Hopley

Belinda CS

Pankhurst

Georgina

Bonham

Peter CS

Howden

Robert

Pearce

Barbara

Broadbent

Steve

Howe

John CS

Pearce

Gillian

Carter

Bruce

Jones

Wendy

Powell

Rhys

Casey

Karen P

Jones

Allix

Reid

Claudia
Bindi

Coleman

Phil CS

Jonkers

Linda

Reinhold

Circosta

Karla P

Kelly

Peter CS

Rich

Helen

Crane

Jennie

Knight

Lindsay

Robinson

Eric

Dastani

Alam P

Layton

Carol

Ryan

Roz

Dickinson

Patricia

Locke

Bob CS

Sandford

Ken

Dunmill

Mark

Locke

Marylou CS

Seagrim

Neil

Faccini

Vetea P

Manderson

Sooz

Smith

Gordon

Fisher

Haydn CS

Martin

Louise

Spackman

Tammie

Fleming

Claire

Matters

Malcolm

Stevens

Kim

Fletcher

Julie

Merceica

Paul

Sumpner

Shirley P

Gardiner

Johanne

McLaughlin

Duncan

Taylor

Michael

Gauci

Charlie

Mills

Gloria

Thomas

Garry

Giddings

Barb

Milne

Christine

Todd

Sue

Gossip

Robyn

Milne

John

Turnbull

Christine

Grelk

Peter

Monahan

Bronwyn

Turnbull

Ralph

Heggarty

Wayne

Moore

Greg

Wade

Martin

Hickey

Wayne

Nelson

Janette

Walker

Tina

Hill

Anne

Newman

April P

Woods

Sophie
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Notice

Dogs must be restrained at all times.
Due to dogs being found running loose in increasing numbers at
endurance events, it has been resolved that riders
are to be disqualified, if their own dog or a dog
belonging to their camp is found not to be
restrained at all times during the full duration of an
endurance event, i.e. from the opening of the ride
base to participants until its closure.
All chief stewards have been instructed to take
action, enforce this rule and report offenders. A ‘no dogs’ policy may be
introduced, if offences against this rule continue to occur.
NSW ERA Management Committee

Provisional Accredited Vet List, (Accreditation in Progress)
Lauren Fletcher

Clarencetown

0447 690 788

Amy Lovett

Picton

0403 664 673

Sarah Hartley

Singleton

0414 727 212

NOT ACCREDITED but willing to help
Rachel Bailey

Sth Berry

4447 8172

Claire Dennis

Wagga Wagga

0427 003 031

Elizabeth Gale

Taree

6552 2633

Tamaryn Grimmer

Barraba

0418 269 769

Alix Haig

Dubbo

0428 142 602

Michael Healy

0424 579 245

Lisa Ryan

Sydney

0400 104 051

Lara Viney

Kundabung

0402 187 040

Nikki Hui

Tamworth

6766 3088

Chelsea Kramer

Coffs Harbour

(W) 6652 3455

Amy Little

ACT

0418 458 982

Peter Launders

Cowra

6341 3113

Fax: 6342 1795

Peter Prendergast

Collaroy

9971 8487

Fax: 9971 6708

Tom Pritchard

0420 780 948

0413 447 370

Kelly Seres

Cowra

6341 3113

Hazel Steven

Wyong Ck

0427 299 935

Megan Vetter
Alexandra Meier

Dubbo
Corlette

0400 678 183
alexandrameier@outlook.com
Mobile: 0423 197 503
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Fax: 6342 1795

NSW ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION INC.
RIDE BOOKING
PROCEDURES
1.

A ride must be booked a minimum of three months prior to the proposed date for the ride.
This requirement may only be waived with the consent of the State Management Committee
(SMC) under exceptional circumstances.

2.

Ride booking forms will be considered in the order in which they are received (including FEI).

3.

When forwarded to the Secretariat the ride booking form must contain;
(a) an alternative date,
(b) have appropriate contact details,
(c) be signed by a member of the ride organising committee,
(d)

Indicate if there are to be any horse health requirements enforced on the ride (please
see rules 14.1 and 16.5 AERA rules – amendments to AERA Rulebook applicable
01/01/2018).

Incorrectly filled forms will be sent back and may hold up approval.
4.

There will only be one Endurance Event scheduled for each weekend.

5.

The NSW SMC will have the right to approve or refuse a ride application in the overall best
interests of the NSWERA membership. Alternate dates to be advised to Ride Committee.

6.

Priority in allocating dates will be given to ride organisers with an established endurance ride
event to maintain that event; alternate dates will be advised by the NSWERA SMC.

7.

Rides must have approval from the NSWERA SMC before the ride is advertised
ANYWHERE, this includes rides being conducted to replace cancelled rides.

8.

Any changes to an already approved ride, e.g. distance changes, additional rides; must have
an amended ride booking form submitted to the NSWERA SMC for re-approval and cannot
be advertised until reapproved.

9.

The ride booking form will indicate the ride committee’s request for their ride to be dual
affiliated with another State.

10.

The ride organiser will receive confirmation of approval, or non-approval, by the ride
calendar portfolio owner in writing as soon as practicable.

11.

Correspondence will be forwarded to ride committees one month prior to their ride
requesting confirmation of the ride’s Head Vet, Treatment Vet and Accredited Chief Steward;
as well as the ride entry fees.
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Logbook & Identification Procedures
A horse is a novice for a minimum of 90 days from the date on which it
successfully completes its first affiliated endurance ride and may only attempt four
rides during this period, ie if a horse successfully completes its first ride on 1st
July, it cannot upgrade to endurance status until after 28th September and may
only enter four rides during this period. There is no limit on the time it takes to
reach endurance status. Your horse can be a novice for as many months (or
years) as you like.
When your horse has successfully completed 240 kms of affiliated endurance (not
training) rides, it can be upgraded from novice (blue log book) to endurance
(yellow log book) status.
Ensure the brands are clear. If not, have the horse re-branded or microchipped
(Refer to rule H5.2(a) - (b) ) and H5.3).
Have a vet complete the horse identification form (written description and
diagrams) and sign it. Identification and microchipping can be done at most rides,
but it is advisable to check with the ride secretary beforehand.
Complete the logbook application form and attach I.D. form, novice horse logbook
and the appropriate fee.
Please allow 10 working days from date of posting for return.
It is essential to retain a copy of the I.D. form and perhaps have it laminated for the
future.
PLEASE NOTE An Endurance Horse Logbook will not be issued unless a signed
Veterinary Identification Form is enclosed with the application. The I.D. in the
novice log book is NOT acceptable.
If there is anything that you are unsure of, please do not hesitate to phone me.

Jacky Barlow,
NSW Endurance Riders Association
(02) 4938 0081
109 Sandy Creek Rd Mt Vincent 2323
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSN. INC.
Application for Registration of a Current Endurance Horse

Horse registration fees for 2016. Lifetime registration fee is $60, payable when the horse qualifies from
Novice to Endurance horse, or a yearly fee of $25 per horse per year. This should be paid with your
membership renewal for 2016. Any endurance horses not registered in 2016 will not be allowed to compete.
A label will be placed inside back cover of the Logbook. To apply for your labels, please complete the
following details and forward with your payment to:

THE REGISTRAR, .109 Sandy Creek Rd Mt Vincent 2323

Owners Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________Postcode: ___________
Membership Number: ________________________

Name of Horse

AERA No.

Annual Fee
($60 lifetime or
$25 per year)

To assist in maintaining our records, please advise of any horse that has a yellow
Logbook that is no longer competing for any reason.

Name of Horse

AERA No.

Reason
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR DISTANCE SCROLL

Applicant name:
Postal address:

Postcode:

Email address:

Telephone:

I wish to apply for a …………….km scroll for the horse listed below, I have enclosed the appropriate fee
(if applicable)
Horse Details
Name of Horse:
Other horse names that may have been used:
Log Book No:

Sex:

Date of Birth:

Breed:

S

M

G

(please circle)

Breed Registration No:
Sire:
Dam:
Breeder:
Owner:
Scrolls are available as follows:

300km

$10.00 each.
Available to any horse that has successfully completed 300km of affiliated endurance rides of
80km or over in ONE riding division or has successfully completed the Quilty in under 15
hours.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------800km
$10.00 each.
Available to any horse that has successfully completed 800km of affiliated endurance rides of
80km or over in ONE riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1600km
Free on behalf of AERA
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 1600km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3000km
Scroll & Trophy free, issued on behalf of AERA.
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 3000km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5000km
Scroll & Trophy free, issued on behalf of AERA.
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 5000km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AERA Certificates of Merit are presented at 1500km intervals over and above 5000km (6500km, 8000km,
9500km etc). Send your completed forms (plus any applicable fee) to the AERA Registrar:
Jo Bailey
207 Laytons Range Road
NYMBOIDA NSW 2460

Email: baileyjo68@gmail.com
Phone: (02) 6647 7161 ah

Requests for Scrolls 3,000km and above to be presented at the Tom Quilty Gold Cup in Victoria must be received by no later than 31st July 2016.
Notes:
(1) Unaffiliated and training rides are NOT counted.
(2) Unsuccessful rides (vet outs, withdrawals etc) are NOT counted.
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR LIFETIME RIDER DISTANCE SCROLL

The AERA is pleased to announce a Lifetime Distance recognition award for riders who achieve
significant distances during their endurance careers. The awards will be presented annually as
part of the AERA annual awards presented at each Tom Quilty.
The first level of recognition shall be 10,000kms with subsequent recognition at 5,000km intervals.

APPLICANTS DETAILS
Name:
Membership No:

Telephone:

Postal Address:
Email Address:

DETAILS OF RIDER INFORMATION
Riders Full Name:
Previous name e.g. Maiden name
Current Membership No:
DOB:

/

/

Previous Membership No:
SEX:

Male

Female

First year of competition:

DISTANCE APPLYING FOR:
10,000km

15,000km

20,000km

25,000km

30,000km

35,000km

NOTES FOR REGISTRAR (IF REQUIRED):

Jo Bailey
207 Laytons Range Road
NYMBOIDA NSW 2460

Email: baileyjo68@gmail.com
Phone: (02) 6647 7161 ah

Requests for Scrolls 3,000km and above to be presented at the Tom Quilty Gold Cup in Victoria
must be received by no later than 31st July 2016.
Notes:
(1) Unaffiliated, introductory, training rides and mini marathons are NOT counted.
(2) Unsuccessful rides (vet outs, withdrawals etc) are NOT counted.
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Ride Secretaries
Annette Bailey
Mobile: 0429 326 245
Email: acabailey@bigpond.com
Bullio Cup

Pam Karner
Mobile: 0457 866 222
Email: drpamkarner@gmail.com
Upper Corindi

Sonia Bonham
“Tarralea”
Armatree NSW 2828
Phone: (02) 6848 5345
Email: gavinandsonia@bigpond.com
Tooraweenah

Amanda Kettlewell
Mobile: 0428 849 720
Email: aejkettlewell@bigpond.com
Table Top

Jo Davis
0433 576 354
woodstock.nswera@gmail.com
Woodstock
Ian Dreghorn
46 Barcoo Street Roseville 2069
Mobile: 0427 456 436
Email: ian.dreghorn@gmail.com
Zone 1 & Q60
Clare Feary
Mobile: 0413 341 270
Email: fearyclare@gmail.com
Wandandian
Gail Fisher
Mobile: 0427 537 636
Phone: (02) 6373 3932
Email: kailaniarabians@yahoo.com.au
Mudgee
Fia Hasko-Stewart
1 Maria Place
Lyons, ACT 2606
Phone: (02) 6289 7348
Email: Fia.Cumming@health.gov.au
Scenic City
Rebecca Hogan
"Tayen" Vinicombes Road
WINGELLO NSW 2579
Mobile: 0412 600 173
Email: bechogan@newmoonstud.com.au
Wingello
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Col Lewis
Mobile: 0415 453 434
Email: bricouma1@bigpond.com.au
The Rock
Helen Lindsay
PO Box 440,
Cowra NSW 2794
Phone: (02) 63429289
Email: kintamaniarabs@bigpond.com
Lachlan ERC
Trish Mackay
Phone: 0466 575 824
Email: pmackay54@bigpond.com
Glen Innes
Lizzie Moir
Mobile 0409 058 733
Email: emoir7@hotmail.com
Bago Bush Bash
Rick Owen
“Idylway” Tarrabandra Road
Gundagai NSW 2722
Phone: (02) 6944 1628
Gundagai
Sonya Ruprecht
17473 Pacific Hwy
Ghinni Ghinni NSW 2430
Phone: (02) 6553 9523
Mobile: 0409 539 523
Email: dsruprecht@westnet.com.au
Kundabung

Ride Secretaries
Jenny Shepheard
P.O.Box 578
Batemans Bay NSW 2536
Phone: 02 44781089
Email: currowan@hotmail.com
Currowan

Matthew Walker
Phone: 0408 468 622
Email: thirlmerevet@bigpond.com
Bunnigalore
Kathy Ward
Secretary Richmond Rivers Endurance Riders
Club
40 Lennox Street
Casino NSW 2470
Mobile: 0403 748 915
Email: kath9178@gmail.com
New Italy

Ruth Sumpner

Post- PO Box 53
Tinonee 2430
Mobile - 0403015722
Email - kiwarrakride@gmail.com

Kiwarrak Cup

Kim Stephens
Phone: 0488 473 701
Email: kims5061@hotmail.com
Tumut Easter Carnival
Mette Sutton
2 Cox Street
Mudgee NSW 2850
(02) 6372 4960 (ah)
Mobile: 0400 308 626
Email: mette.sutton@bigpond.com
Mudgee ERC

Brianna Webb
312 Cedar Ridge Rd
Kurrajong NSW 2758
Email: Brianna.k.webb@hotmail.com
Mobile: 0420 363 148
Zone One—Mt Lagoon
Jacque Wright

Mobile: 0423 733 456
jacquelwright@gmail.com
Burraga

Sue Todd
285 The Gullies Road
Glen Davis NSW 2846
Phone: (02) 6379 7218
Email: suetodd@activ8.net.au
Shahzada

TPR Notice
All TPR's are now accredited for life, regardless of when you qualified. All the known
TPR's are being put on the NSWERA website (Horse Welfare, TPR) and
AERAspace. If you are qualified and you go to a ride to TPR and you are not on the
list, the CS at that ride will check your abilities and knowledge of the current rules
and will re-accredit you on the spot. Your name is then added to this list. If you are
not on this list, then please contact Belinda Hopley.
NSW Committee
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Register of Chief Stewards
1/12/19 Chief Steward Register:
Peter Bonham – “Clancy” Tooraweenah, NSW 2831. 6825 4330 –
Email: clancytoor@ipstar.com
Neil Clarkson – 261 Kain’s Flat Rd, Kain’s Flat. NSW 2850. 0427 258 291 Email: neilc5244@gmail.com
Phil Coleman – 143A Ryans Rd, Lake Innes, NSW 2446. 0409 248 852–
Email: philcoleman143@gmail.com
Louise Counsell – Lot 190 Princes H’Way, Bendandah, NSW 2536. 4478 6288 Email: louisec@live.com.au
Haydn Fisher – 74 Walsh Rd, Budgee Budgee, NSW 2850. 0428 324 449 Email: haydgail@outlook.com
Belinda Hopley – 63 Walga Close, Carwoola, NSW 2620. 6238 2293 Email: belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au
Peter Kelly – PO Box 7, Kendall, NSW 2439. 65594172 Email: carolyn.kelly@activ8.net.au
Renee Kirk - 266 Westbrook Rd, Westbrook, NSW. 2330
Email: jrkendurance@yahoo.com

0419 467162

Bob Locke - 291 Crowther Drive, Kundabung, NSW 2441. 0417 687 630 Email: bmll@bigpond.com
Marylou Locke - 0402 862 979 - Email: maryloulocke@bigpond.com
Tom McCormack – 273 Yass River Road, Yass, NSW 2582. 0409 948 639Email: admin@selxnsw.com.au
Sean Pollard - 730 Beechwood Rd, Beechwood, 2446. 0439 905 942 Email: seanpollard@y7mail.com
Tony Warren – 13 Herbert St, Kemps Ck, NSW 2178. 0412 960 600 –
Email: warrenparkarabs@gmail.com

Courses: Please contact the NSWERA CS/TPR Registrar if you wish to start the process to be a Chief
Steward.
Please ensure that all the Veterinarians and TPR's (and yourself) are entered on the Volunteers list for
insurance purposes and the CS Ride report. If the TPR is a current Associate Member, please explain to
them that they are entitled to free Associate Membership as a working TPR and may apply for a refund if a
membership fee has been paid.
NSWERA gives our Chief Stewards their own CS vest when they have Chief Stewarded at 15 rides, and
the TPR’s receive their own vest, stethoscope and thermometer when they have completed 20 days as an
accredited TPR.
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NSW Veterinary List—As at April 2016
Address

Email

Phone

Nadine Allan

Gilgandra

nadine@gilvets.com.au

6847 1129

Simon Bain

Yass

bainslie55@bigpond.com

0400 462 656

David Brown

Kiama

collinsstvet@gmail.com

4233 1781

Emma Davis

Yass

myveterinarycareer@tgmail.com

0411 249 729

Chris Dowey

St Mary’s

cldowey@gmail.com

9623 3970

Darien Feary

Sydney

darien.feary@sydney.edu.au

0458 299 561

glover.heather.m@gmail.com

0409 826 423

Heather Glover

Mudgee

Kym Hagon

Manilla

kymhagon@hotmail.com

Karim Kooros

Bowral

retvet@bigpond.com

Glynis Kuipers

Sth Nowra

office@southcoastvet.com.au

6785 1955
0429 821 315
4861 1166
4862 1740f
0412 319 110

Georgia Ladmore

gel311@hotmail.com

0423 359 527

Jess Liddiard

jessicaliddiard23@gmail.com

0433 201 198

nicole_mace_@hotmail.com

0408 117 560

Nicole Mace

South Coast

Nathan Noble

Adelong

Adrian Owen

Wingham

adrianjo1@bigpond.com

0419 276 794

Tony Parker

Luddenham

heartp@icloud.com

0419 245 764

Louisa Poutsma

Sth Grafton

louisa@mobivet.com.au

0411 716 932

Steve Roberts

Gundaroo

stevenhroberts@hotmail.com

0413 759 226

Bruno Ros

Tuncester

bruno@neequinevets.com.au

0427 293 227

Georgiana Sheridan

P O Box 410,
Church Point
HEVC
Clarendon

georgiana.sheridan@gmail.com

0455 482 057

striderjet@yahoo.com

0409 280 528

Sarah Van Dyke

Canberra

slvandyk@hotmail.com

0405 751 817

Matthew Walker

Thirlmere Vet Clinic
Thirlmere

thirlmerevet@bigpond.com

4681 8470
0408 468 622
4681 8700f
0424 959 115

Emily Streckfuss

0428 446 317

Charles Webb

Webb Equine Vet
info@webbequinevts.com.au
Services
Canberra ACT
Natasha Webb
Webb Equine Vet
info@webbequinevts.com.au
Services
Canberra ACT
These vets need to do a ride as a line vet before being a Head Vet,

0424 959 115

Tori Locke

Sydney

vlocke@randwickequine.com.au

0429 399 936

Robyn Mather

Medowie

robynmather@hotmail.com

0418 876 848

John Parbery

HEVC Clarendon

hevc@bigpond.com

4577 4611

Heather Reick

3 Scott St
Crescent Head

heather@crescentheadvet.com.au

0447 307 676
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Dr Robyn Mather

26A Lakeside Tce
Medowie 2318

robynmather@hotmail.com

0418 876 848

Dr Adrian Owen

82 Combined Street
Wingham 2429

adrianjo1@bigpond.com

0419 276 794

Dr Heather Reick

3 Scott St
Crescent Head 2440

heather@crescentheadvet.com.au

0447 307 676

Dr John Parbery

226 Hawkesbury Valley
Way, Clarendon, NSW
2756
Ebenezer 2756

hevc@bigpond.com

4577 4611

heartp@icloud.com

0419 245 764

Dr Ross Pedrana

Dr Tony Parker

27 Cobra St
Dubbo 2830

rosspedrana@rpvs.com.au

6884 9777

Dr Steve Roberts

"Bendy Creek" Noyes
Lane, Gundaroo 2620

stevenhroberts@hotmail.com

0413 759 226

Dr Jim Roger

Jerry's Plains Veterinary
Clinic
10 Pagan St Jerry's
Plains NSW 2330

jimvet@ozemail.com.au

0412 521848
4576 4162

Dr Jantein Saltet

PO Box 674
Young 2594

hilltopsequine@bigpond.com

0429 991 665

Dr Georgiana
Sheridan

P O Box 410
Church Point 2105

georgiana.sheridan@gmail.com

0455 482 057

Dr Daniel Sims

Adelaide Hills Equine
Clinic,
Crn Main Rd and River
Rd, Hahndorf, SA 5245

clinic@hillsequine.com.au

0437 322 093
BH: 08-8388
7489

Dr Albert Sole-Guitart

705 Montpelier Drive,
The Oaks, NSW 2750

uvthc-reception@sydney.edu.au

0409 662 002

Dr Andrew Speer

Greencross South Tamworth Vet Clinic
88 Duri Rd
Tamworth 2340

andrewspeer@greencross.com

6765 4244
6765 4338f

Dr Emily Streckfuss

HEVC
226 Hawkesbury Valley
Way, Clarendon

striderjet@yahoo.com

Dr Chris Stott

25 King St, Berry 2523

cstott89@gmail.com

0402 660 492

Dr Aleona Swegen

68 Lindsay St, Hamilton,
NSW 2308

aleonaswegen@gmail.com

0405 168 727

Dr Matthew Walker

Thirlmere Vet Clinic
25 Oaks Road
Thirlmere 2572

thirlmerevet@bigpond.com

4681 8470
0408 468 622
4681 8700f

Dr Natasha Webb

Webb Equine Services
Canberra

info@webbequinevets.com.au

0424 959115

For non accredited vets
who are willing to help out at rides,
please see page 60
of this publication.
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Newsletter advertising
Deadlines for the newsletter will be the 10th day of every even month, February, April,
June, August, October and December UNLESS otherwise stated.
Remember to get your Ride Previews and Ride Reviews in as early as possible.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
It is preferable for Newsletter content to be emailed in Rich Text format, as a Word
document or inside an email. Photos should be high resolution .jpg files, no larger than
3MB. Photo's sent via mail will be scanned and returned if a self-addressed, stamped
envelope is supplied.
You should always check to make sure that any emailed material has actually been
received by the editor.
Advertisements will not be published unless they are accompanied by an appropriate
cheque made out to the NSW ERA. Long term display advertisers can be invoiced by the
NSW ERA. For more information please contact the editor.
Advertising rates – including GST
*Minimum rate per advertisement for a maximum of 50 words.
One Issue

Two Issues

Full year

Full page

$110

$198

$550

Half page

$66.00

$120

$275

Quarter page

$33

$66

$154

Inside front cover

$132

$220

$660

Inside back cover

$132

$220

$660

Outside back cover

$142

Inserts

$125 + P&H

CLASSIFIED
Members

$5.50*

Non-members

$11.00*

Advertising rates – including GST
*Minimum rate per advertisement for a maximum of 50 words.
Additional words $5.50 for 10 or part thereof.
Send Letters to the Editor to:
Helen Rich, Post Office Box 7197, Wilberforce NSW 2756
Phone: (02) 4576 3388
Email: wattlebee2001@yahoo.com
At the discretion of the Editor, these letters may be forwarded to the NSW ERA committee
for approval prior to publication.
Please send all correspondence addressed to Helen Rich as above.
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NSW State Management Committee
Executive
Tony Warren

President

Mobile: 0412 960 600
Email: warrenparkarabs@gmail.com

Kerry Spratt

Secretary, Public Officer,
AERA, IDP, Grants

Mobile 0412 014430
Email: secretary@nswera.asn.au

Kim Stephens

Treasurer, Zone 4 Delegate

Mobile: 0488 473 701 Home: 69 472951
Email: kims5061@hotmail.com

Noni Seagrim

Vice President, AERA,
Facebook, Website

(02) 6236 2129 (best) and mobile 0499 777 912
Email : nseagrim@hotmail.com

Jo Davis

Ride Calendar, Website

Mobile: 0433 576 354
Email: jo.davis@westnet.com.au

Peter Bice

Vice President, AERA,
Governance, Ride Standards
& Feedback, Child Protection
Horse Welfare, EWS, Vet
Liaison, Biosecurity

Mobile: 0418 275 675 Home: (02) 4566 4758
Email: peterbice@bigpond.com
Mobile: 0408 468 622
Email: matthewphwalker@gmail.com

Belinda Hopley

Chief Steward and TPRs,
Grants

Phone: (02)6238 2293
Email: belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au

Jacque Wright

Promotions, Website,
Merchandise

Mobile: 0423 733 456
Email: jacquelwright@gmail.com

Alamdar Dastani

International

Mobile: 0488 777 921
Email: alamdardastani@hotmail.com

Kylie Jonkers

International

Mobile: 0418 555 499
Email: kyannelimos@hotmail.com

Non Executive

Matthew Walker

Zone Delegates
Faith Robinson

Zone 1 Delegate

Mobile 0418 220 927
Email: faithbob@me.com

John Howe

Zone 2 Delegate,
Newsletter

Phone: (02) 6373 7750 Mobile 04017 12138
Email: greengully2005@yahoo.com.au

April Newman

Zone 5—Delegate
Promotions

Email: tangaran1021@yahoo.com.au

Ruth Sumpner

Zone 6 Delegate

Email: sumpnerr@gmail.com

Non Committee Personnel
NSW Secretariat
Newsletter Editor

Jacky Barlow, 109 Sandy Creek Road, Mt Vincent NSW 2323
Phone (02) 4938 0081. Email: secretariat@nswera.asn.au
Helen Rich, PO Box 7197 Wilberforce NSW 2756
Mobile 0428 763 388 Email: wattlebee2001@yahoo.com

Track Preservation

Fiona Meller, Phone: (02) 4576 1344
Email: effandee@iprimus.com.au. And Charlie Gauci

AERA Secretary

Kim Moir, 192 Percival Road, Chatsworth, 4570 Queensland
Telephone (07) 5481 6370 Mobile: 0476 166 903 International +61
Email: kktkmoir@bigpond.com

NSW ERA Website: www.nswera.asn.au
AERA: www.aera.asn.au
Endurance World: www.enduranceworld.net
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